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A citizen group held its sec-
ond meeting with representa-
tives from the Youth Guidance
Commission and the Mem-
phis Park Commission, con-
cerning plans to enlarge the
day camp which has been
sponsored by Youth Guidance
Commission and the Park
...'.ommission for the last three
summers.
The second meeting was
held at the City Board of Edu-
cation last Tuesday morning.
The first meeting was held
May 14 at Fuller Park Golf
Clubhouse.
Limited funds has made it
necessary to limit day camp-
ers to approximately 200 out
of 800 applicants.
Among leading citizens who
have attended the meetings
are: Drew Canale, elected
chairman of the citizen' group;
Wardell Porter, football coach
at Fr. Bertrand high school;
Joseph Westbrook, supervisor
with the City School Board;
Nat D. Williams, teacher at
Booker T. Washington high
school. "Sid" Carroll, vice
chairman of the Youth Guid-
ance Committee and owner of
the Douthit Carroll Pontiac
Company; Thaddeus T. Stokes,
editor of the Tri State De-
fender; Robert Ross, a AFL-
CIO representative; Robert
Lewis of the Lewis Funeral
Home, Robert Wright who op-
erates Fuller Golf Club; Al-
ridge Mitchell, Coach at Mel-
rose high school; Percy Mc-
Dowell, A. C. Williams of
WDIA Radio Station, also
Capt. Kenneth Turner, execu-
tive director of Youth Guid-
ance Commission; Marion
Hale and Euless T. Hunt, both
of the City Park Commission,
and James Cross.
A PRIZE-WINNING WAVE is being made
by "Miss Mid-South," Miss Shirley Pur-
nell, as she rides down Main and Beale
Sts., during the grand parade of this
year's Cotton Makers Jubilee, last Friday
night. The sports car in which Miss Pur-
nell is riding won third place in the pa-
rade. The ear was by the courtesy of the
Cactus Jack FoerIgn and Sports Car
dealer. Driving "Miss Mid-South," who was
sponsored by the Tri State Defender, is
Mrs. Maxine Driver, who is employed by
the Tri State Defender.
Negro Officers Join Highest Court
Local Air Force Unit Upholds Sit-Ins
1 Ale0
ab LT. D. L. WARD
lir Two Negro officers in the mon of 1184 Fountain Ct.
Memphis area have accepted
assignments with the "Week-
end Warriors" — the 919th
Troop Carrier Group — based
at the Memphis Municipal
Airport, and the organization
has dpenings for other former
Air Force officers in the first
three officer ranks.
The two officers who recent-
ly joined the unit are are
First Lt. Daniel L. Ward of
2354 Rozelle, and Capt. Thom-
as H. Watkins, who lives with
his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas H. Watkins of 733 N.
Bellevue.
Lt. Ward will serve as a
pilot at the base and will re-
port for duty on two week-
ends each month. As a troop
carrier pilot, he will fly the
Fairchild C-123 "Provider" on
assorted missions in and out
of the United States.
Capt. Watkins will serve the
imounit as a management analysis
officer, report to,the base one
weekend a month and perform
duty in the Personnel section.
SERVED IN GERMANY
Lt. Watkins is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington High
school and earned his degree
in music education at Ten-
nessee State university in 1956.
Having earned his commission
through the Air Force ROTC
program, he entered pilot
training, attended the Inter-
ceptor Controller School at
Tyndall Air Force Base , in
Florida and served as pilot
and weapons controller in
Germany during 1938 and 1059.
He returned to Tennessee
State after his discharge from
service end completed work
On his master's degree in 1960.
Presently employed as pro-
gram coordinator far Douglass
High school, he is also doing
ak advanced graduate study at
INIf Memphis State university.
His wife is the former Miss
Margie Marie Brittmon, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Britt-
CAPT. T. H. WATICINS
Capt. Watkins is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington High
school, LeMoyne college where
he received a bachelor of sci-
ence degree in 1952, and the
District of Columbia Teachers
college where he earned a
bachelor of arts degree in Eng-
lish in 1962.
He also attended the How-
ard University Law School and
did additional study in Eng-
lish at American university
while he was in the Washing-
ton, D. C. area.
A veteran of 12 years total
service with the Air Force,
Capt. Watkins has been sta.
tioned,at various times in Tex-
as, Illinois, New York and
Korea. During his tour .of duty
in Korea, he served as an elec-
tronics and as a personnel
'officer.
SEVERAL MEDALS
Capt. Watkins has been
awarded the United Nations
Service Medal, the National
Defense Medal, the Korean
Presidential Unit Citation, the
Distinguished Unit Citation
Medal and the Korean Serv-
ice Medal with combat star.
Capt. Watkins is presently
employed at the home office
of Union Protective Life In-
surance company as a mem-
ber of the Ordinary Life In-
surance department.
Creative writing, photo-
graphy and tennis are his
hobbies.
WASHINGTON —(IJPI)!
— The -Supreme Court
threw out the convictions
of Negro sit-in demonstra-
tors in six cases on grounds
Ithey were arrested under un-
constitutional local segrega-
tion laws and edicts.
Nullified were the jail sen-
tences and fines imposed on
demonstrators in Greenville,
'S.C., Birmingham, Ala., Dur-
ham, N.C., New Orleans, La.,
and Savannah, Ga. discrimination mandated by
It was the first time the that decision cannot stand."
,court had ruled in a series of The 10 Negro demonstrators
sit-in appeals which stemmed who appealed the Greenville
from arrests made throughout sit-in case had been sentenced
the South during the demon- to 30 days in jail or a $100
strations there in 1960 and fine. They were James Rich-
1961. . ard Peterson, Yvonne Joan
The court declared: "Obvi- Eddy, Helen Angela Evans,
ously. . . one cannot be pun- David Ralph Strawder, Her-
ishecl for failing to obey the old James Fowler. Frank G.
command of an officer if that Smith, Robert Crickett, James
cothmand is itself violative of Carter Doris Debris Wright
the constitution." dared in its sit-in decisions: The case is before the highThe court's basic opinion and Rose Marine Collins. tribunal because the Fifthcame in the Greenville case The court handed down a U.S. Circuit Court of Appealswhich was decided unanimous- one-sentence opinion reversing split 4 to 4 on whether they
a group of sit-in convictions should get a jury trial on',Chief Justice Earl Warren in Birmingham. The one-sen- criminal contempt chargescieli'vered the majority opin- tence cited the Greenville de- Pressed by the Justice Depart-ion. Justice John M. Harlan cision. In the Birmingham case, ment. This is the only issueagreed with the Greenville de- 10 Negroes were convicted of now up for decision.
tresspass after sit - ins at Barnett and Johnson toldSaved From Death. "white" lunch areas in the Pi-• zitz, Loveman, Ne w berry,   the high court on May 2 thatthey will be out of office atKress and Woolworth stores, the beginning of next yearExpects To Be Free The Birmingham demonstra- and the contempt charges will
,tors were given 30 days in be passed along to their suc-LOUISVILLE, Ky. - A jail and a $100 fine. cessors.
c(sion but dissented in the
others mainly because he dif-
fered with the majority rea-
soning.
In summary, the court de-
clared In its sit-in decisions:
"Where an ordinance makes it
unlawful for owners or manag-
ers of restaurants to seat
whites and Negroes together,
a conviction under the state's
criminal processes employed
in a way which enforces the
man who was about to die, -
in the electric chair one year,
ago is now expected to be
free on parole by the end of
1964.
Robert Jones, Jr., a Negro,
was saved from execution
through the efforts of an in-
terracial group called the
Committee for Clemency for
Jones and Brown.
He was granted a new trial
by the Kentucky Court of
Appeals after protests by the
committee and by concerned
people throughout the nation.
The court cited errors in
'Jones's trial for armed rob-
bery in December, 1961.
The court gave similar rea-
sons for granting a new trial
to John Brown Jr., a white
man who was facing death
for another armed robbery.
He was given life in prison
upon retrial, which means
,probable freedom on parole
Montreal Unit Raps about five years hence.
US. Bias, Aids King
MONTREAL — (UPI) — The.
Negro Citizenship Association
has cOndonned racial segrega-
tion in the southern United
States and appealed to Canadi-
an Prime Minister Lester Pear-
son to ask provinces to guaran-
tee the protection of the basic
rights of minority groups.
In Jones' case, the man he
had robbed dropped dead re-
cently. The State offered to
/et him off with a sentence
of 8 years, and he agreed.
He will be credited with 13
months served in the Death
House.
"This means that he will
be eligible for parole in a
year and a half," said Mrs.
Verna Pfuhl, secretary of the
Committee for Clemency.
The court also reversed the
convictions of iwo Negro min-
isters found to have helped
the demonstrators in the Bir-
mingham case.
They were the Revs. F. L.
Shuttlesworth and Charles
Billups.
Writing a short opinion about
that case, Warren said the
ministers "did not incite or aid
and abet any crime, and. .
therefore their own convic-
tions must be set aside."
The Supreme Court also re-
fused to hear the contempt
case of Gov. Ross R. Barnett of
Mississippi any sooner than
next October, when it is now
scheduled.
The court In a brief order
denied the motion of Barnett
and Lt. Gov. Paul B. Johnson
Jr. for arguments this sum-
mer,
One of LeMoyne College's
most distinguished graduates,
Atty. James P. Davis who is
serving his third consecutive
term as a member of the
Kansas Legislature, will re-
turn to Memphis next week-
end to address the alumni
of the college and to partici-
pate in reunion activities of
his class (1943).
Another prominent LeMoyn-
ite coming for the weekend
of activity is Prof. Rufus J.
Hawkins, a former dean of
the college. Prof. Hawkins,
now retired, is residing in
Franklinton, North Carolina.
SEPARATE REUNIONS
The two gentlemen will ap-
pear at the President's Lunch-
eon for the alumni at 12:30,
Saturday, June 1, and both
will appear on the alumni
program that night in Bruce
• Hall.
Alumni from all sections of
ATTY. J. P. UAVII
the nation are planning to be
here for the annual meeting of
LeMoyne's General Alumni
Association and the reunion
of all '3' classes.
At least four of the (3)
classes are planning separate
reunion receptions on Friday
night, May 31.
The calendar on Saturday,
June 1, includes registration,
coffee hour, tour of the new
library building, business ses-
sion, luncheon, an alumni pro-







ROYALTY ON BEALE — Cotton King Jack
Shannon and Queen Molly Humphreys at-
tacted a large fallowing of children when
they came to Beale Street in the parade last
Friday night. Here the gang is seen near
W. C. Handy park. (Mark Stanbaary Photo)
Legislator To Theatres And Drive InsAddress Fellow
LeMoyne Alumni Quietly Desegregate Here
As Planned By Leaders
More than 100 local firms
have changed their hiring pol-
icies and are currently employ.
mg Negroes in capacities here-
tofore denied, according to an
announcement released by the
Memphis Branch NAACP earl-
ier this week. The announce-
ment also announced the "de-
segregation of theatres and
drive-ins."
Mrs. Maxine Smith execu-
tive secretary of the local NA-
ACP said:
"The Memphis Branch of
the NAACP, the Church Work
Committee of the NAACP, the
Intercollegiate Chapter of the
NAACP and the Youth Council
announces through me, that
It can now be revealed that
tremendous progress has been
made in the desegregation of
motion picture theatres and
the creation of better job op-
portunities for Negroes.
"Early this year representa-
tives of the NAACP began
negotiating with numerous re-
tailers asking for up-grading
and hiring of Negroes in po-
sitions previously denied. Out
of these conferences came
agreements to hire and up-
grade Negroes to better posi-
tions. Presently, more than 100
stores and businesses, repre-
senting more than 60 per cent
of the retail community, are
using Negroes as clerks, check-
ers, salesladies, salesmen,
stock clerks, etc.," said Mrs.
Smith. The businesses includ-
ed are groceries and supermar-
kets, department stores, drug
stores, variety stores, jewelry
stores, soft drink companies,
bakeries and beer distributors.
This represents the greatest
breakthrough in the creation
of better job opportunities for
Negroes in the entire history
of the civil rights struggle,
added Mrs. Smith. The NAA-
CP executive secretary con-
tinued: "The NAACP is proud
to have played a prominent
role in initiating and helping
to carry out this program. The
job is not yet finished, for
there is much to be done in
this area, and the local branch
pledges to continue this drive
until it is apparent that a man
will be hired on the basis of
his ability to perform a job
rather than the color of his
skin."
She announced that 17 the-
atres are now completely de-
segregated. This program be-
gan in January with a com-
mittee from the NAACP work-
ing in conjunction with other
community leaders and the
theatre operators. At this time
practically all of the theatres
are completely desegregated.
Mrs.Smith said for the bene-
fit of the Negro public, "We
announce the complete list of
theatres desegregated: Mateo,
Warner, Palace, State, Strand,
Memphian, Crosstown, Plaza,
Guild and Studio.
"The Drive-Ins are as fol-
lows:
"Bellevue Sixty-One, Sky-
view, Lamar, Summer, Jaxon
and Frayser," she said,
"In addition to continuing
in these areas until the job
is complete, the NAACP is
presently working for com-
plete desegregation of all ho-
tels, restaurants, hospitals,
equal employment opportuni-
ties with Southern Bell Tele,
phone and Telegraph Company
and in all government employ-
ment (city, county, state and
federal)," revealed Mrs. Smith,
PA_ And Miller Brewing. Co,
Offer $500 In Journalism hard
To Outstanding Negro Newspaper
A major award dedicated to
furthering excellence in Ne-
gro journalism has been an-
nounced jointly by the Miller
Brewing Company and the
National Newspaper Publish-
ers association.
The award will consist of a
$500 scholarship for journal-
ism study. The winning news-
paper will also receive an en-
graved plaque as a memento
of its achievement.
The scholarship fund will
be turned over to the win-
ning newspaper for adminis-
tration as it sees fit.
A distinguished panel of
judges will review five copies
of each entering newspaper.
The competition is open to all
Negro newspapers.
In a statement announcing
the award, Robert B. Slawter,
public relations manager for
the Miller Brewing Company,
said:
"We admire the goals and
determination of the associa-
tion and the progress it has
made. We particularly are
pleased to note the continuing
improvement in professional
standards, editorial content
and public service of your
member newspapers.
"It is a pleasure to announce
this award as an expression
of our interest in furthering
4'quality in journalism. We gen-
uinely hope that this will lend
some encouragement to con-
tinue striving for high pro-
fessional standards."
According to E. Washington
Rhodes, president of the as-
sociation, the judges will be
Dr. James Nabrit, president
of Howard University, Dr.
Charles Wesley, president of
Central State University, and
Dr. George W. Gore. Jr., pres-
ident of Florida A & M Uni-
versity.
Miller, one of the top brew-
'eries in the nation, has long
been associated with a num-
ber of major Negro sports and
civic events. Miller also re-
cently produced a 90 minute,
sound and film, "Sportraits in
Ebony," as a salute to the
achievements of the Negro
athlete in the world of sports.
This film is available free of
charge for showing to any
civic, social, church, fraternal





DETROIT, Mich. — (UPS)
— The world's most famous
brother combination — Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy and
Attorney-General Robert F.
Kennedy came in for tele-
graphed praise from Dr. Wil-
liam V. Ranks, head of the
30 thousand member Interna-
tional F. & A. M. Masons,
this week.
Dr. Banks, who has a sharp
tongue and a piercing pen
for those opposed to Negro
progress, praised the Presi-
dent "for your prompt action
in using your federal author-
ity to put down lawlessness
and maintain peace and re-
spectable governmental au-
thority in Birmingham, Ala."
The Attorney-General was
commended "for your action
in bringing a suit to free the
Negro defendants in Missis-
sippi, who had been arrested
and charged with throwing
an incendiary bomb into their
own home."
He said he knows, also,
that Detroit, Chicago and ,
other northern. eittbs are no
Utopias and 'is just as trong
in his words and action. Pre-
sently, Dr. Ranks is planning
a showdown with Michigan
Governor George Romney on









AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITALs'an Keith.
May S. May 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Allen Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilson,1
Hunt, 792 Hazelwood; girl, 2168 Brown; twin boys, Joseph
Pamela Aileen. and Jonathan.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Williams, Mr and Mrs. Mark H. Smith,
General Deliver,. Mu nlin d. 411 Holmes; boy, John Edward
Tenn.; boy, Lionel Pierre. I M p”d Mrs Otha Jefferson,
May 7. 922 N. Main; girl, Sarah Ann.
Mr. and Mrs Charles E. Mc. and Mrs. Earnest Terrell,
Campbell, 2089 Chu- monk Cl.; 858 Wicks; boy, Princlin Dale.
boy, Barry Edmonson. .1 Mr. and Mrs. Snlomon Hardy,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Dix- 1488 Davis; a girl.
on, 482 King rd.; boy, Anthony' M- and Mrs. Na.hpn Brown
Louis. 437 McLemore; a boy.
IMsY 13.May 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Euoene Mid-1 Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wil-
dleton, 1104 Kerr; girl. Char- liams, 282 E. Virginia; girl,
lotte. Tracy Lanice.
I May 11. vb. and Mrs. Henry F-rd.'
Mr. and Mrs. .Tpmes Clark 1485 Havanna; boy, Henry II.
1787 Bismark; boy, Dwight Mr. r.-YI M-t. James Miller,
Lenard 691-G Wells; boy, Tony Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Davis,' Mr. and Mrs. 1.1"akiati
1388 Kyle: girl, Geralrline. ,kins, 767 Edith; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson,[ Mr. and Mrs. unice Martin.
1250 Smith; boy, Willie Darry.;306 Scott; girl, Sheila Michelle.
May 12- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Tom Sanders.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitch. 206 Cedar; girl, Sandra Anita.
ell, 2295 Amherst; boy, Bobby' M- curl Mrs. 1,inrit.ty Ml-
Lenard. ler, 1060 Tully; girl, LaWanda.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Frehmar, I Mr. hr‘ei Mr. L. T. Paterson,
4533 Ellendale rd.; boy, Harold 1119 College; boy, L. T. Jr.
lt,f^- 14.•Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Reed, 1574 Mr. and Mrs. Clothe Cun-
-ingham, 1978 Nedra; toy,Orr; girl. C-ery Juawiee.
AT JOHN GASTON IDerek.
HOSPITAL: 1 Mr. And Mrs. Willie Holmes,
May 11. .2301 Redwood; boy, Kenny.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy J. Roffln,1 Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
1198 N. Evergreen; girl, %bp Clayton, 600 Handy Mall; girl,
on Denise. T-.:1 Palrire.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Mc- Mr. and Mrs. John L Taylor,
Clendon, 1354 Roberts: a boy. Mankler; girl, Veronica
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Jackson, Michelle. 
3014Johnson; girl, Georgia Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Jack-
Mae. son. 742 Hamilton girl, Jen-
Mr. an,4 Mrs. Livingston ntier Lynn.
Nixon, 1176 N. Main; girl, May 15.
Ditylyn Deidre. Mr. And Mrs. Philmore Epps.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L. 2701/2 Kirk; boy, Mar shall
Dwayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ovell Franklin,
700 N. Decatur; girl, Nan
Lynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Chism.
Icy, 951 Neptune; boy, Emile 1355 Chadwick; boy, Mark'
Sylvester Jr. Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Brad- Mr. and Mrs. Clarence'
Icy. 1211 Effie; boy. Kenneth. Brown, 1312 McMillan; boy,1
Mr. and Mrs. Milton E. Ed- Morris.
dings, 695 N. Decatur, boy, Al- May IS.
McNeil. 881 Josephine; girl,
Rosie Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Strauth-
er, 378 S. Lauderdale; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Essie S. Wha-
•
Coronation And Reception
For 'Miss Mid-South' to Be
Held At Universal May 28
The first annual Coronation
and Reception for the first
"Miss Mid•South" has been
set for Tuesday, May 28 at
-
Mr. and Mrs. Milton D. Cun-
ningham, 168 Reno; boy, Mich-
ael.
Mc. and Mrs. Leonard Hill,
593 Lucy; boy, Rodney Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Walton, 829 N. Mansfield; boy,
Anthony Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley Wil-
liams. 1222 Florida; boy, Vic-
tor Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Cruthird,
822 King; boy, Eric Charles.
Mr. and Mrs. Posie Heaston.
2173 Clayton; boy, Posie.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronsevelt
Alexander, 1121 St. Charles;
boy. Eric.
Mr. and Mrs. Veinon Jones
636 Stephens; girl, Vicki Re-
nee.
Mar 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T.
Murphy, 1821 Fields; boy,
Booker T. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin McKin-
ney. 484 Edith; girl, Kelly Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Doss,
3046 McAdoo; girl, Mawonia
Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Barnes,
361 Mahanna; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. William L
Knox, 1875 Beacon; girl, Bev-
erly Louise.
Mr. and Mrs. Argel Barnes,
1587 Short; girl, Doris Jean.
8 p.m. at Universal Life In-
surance Company cafeteria,
480 Linden Ave., announces
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr.,
general manager of the Tri
State Defender, which spon-
sors the "Miss Mid - South"
contest.
Miss Shirley Purnell, a grad-
uate senior at Manassas high
school, who won the 4.1114
"Mies Mid•South" in AHD,
will be presented at the ...tino-
nati0117,bY Sengstacke,
be presented the key to.-the
City of Memphis by a City
official. -Other -city officials
have been invited to attend.
Also presented at the affair
will be the three runners-up
In the contest: Miss Earlie
Mae Biles, first alternate, a
student at Mt. Pisgah high
school; Miss Carolyn Randle,
second alternate, a student at
Henderson Business college;
and Miss Katherine Woods,,
third alternate, a graduating
senior at Carver high school.
All other contestants and
their parents have been 1n- 1
vited to the affair, as well as
Bennie Jenkins, an English
instructor at Hamilton high
school, who will sing.
Among her many activities
as "Miss Mid•South" Miss Pur-
nell will go to Chicago on a
tour in August, when she is1
expected to be welcomed tol
the city by the mayor and visit 1
EXCHANGE STUDENTS
Exchange students from Amherst College. Amherst, mail.,
are seen ehattIng with Dr. Ernest BorInski. professor of
sociology, and sr ,grpup of Tougaloo Southern Christian
college students tribe tome of President and Mrs. A. D._
Bettie'. The ;tufts,' from Amherst are Sam Ellenport,
Union, N. J.; Fred Richardson. Columbus, Ohio; Bart
Sasbe, Mechanicsburg, Ohio; Emil Sunley, Denver, Colo.;
Harvey Sheldon, Chicago, ill.; Gregg Sietterland, Chicago.
111.; Bob Kamen, New York, N. Y.; and Gordon Jones.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Rights Leader Must Face Trial On Murder Charges In Auto Accident
Th
SELMA, Ala — Civil rightsiStudent Nonviolent Coordinat-imore days, and finally re-advocates here have charged ling Committee (SNCC) in leased on $3,000.00 bond. Threethe May 15 trial of a local Dallis and Wilcox Countiesi months later, sheriff's depu-pro-integration leader "is di- here, was involved in a three- ties came to his home, toldrectly tied to his participation l car accident on January 20,1011 the bond had been for-m the movement." 1959 which resulted in the (cited, took him to jail whereRev. L. L. Anderson, pastor cleath of a white man, he was held for four daysof Tabernacle Baptist Church Anderson, injured himself during his trial. He was con-here since 1955, will face a in the crash remained hos. yictedo enffd enirsetdtengered to tee man-re-trial May 15 on a 1959 sec- pitalized for five days after slaughter 
ond degree murder charge. the accident. He presented Years in jail.
Reverend Anderson, who has himself at the Selma police Anderson's lawyers appeal-been active recently in a station, hoping to make bond,
vote drive sponsored by the and was held in jail for four
AIR CONDITIONERS
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SATTELLITE
RECORD SHOP
926 E. McLemore Avenue
1425 Hollywood Street
A Variety of New and Old Records
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WE DELIVER A PURCHASE OF
$4.00 OR MORE
IF YOU WANT IT WE HAVE IT
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ed the conviction to the Unit-
ed States Supreme Court„ ,
which remanded the case.
back to Alabama state courts.
Alabama State Solicitor Mc
Leod has reportedly said
"there can be no clemency
as long as Louis Lloyd Ander-
son holds the pulpit of Taber-
nacle Baptist Church or any 1
other church in Selma."
Starts SATURDAY!
I'0 
;MAY 25 —6 BIG DAYS








Debbie Reynolds and Cliff Robertson
"MY SIX LOVES"




HUNDREDS OF DIAMONDS SPECIALLY
PRICED INCLUDING MANY AT





me in lovely I 4K white
or yellow gold mount-
ing





end wedding ring duo
ablaze with dazzling
diamonds.






irig a full (ere
$14 • M 169
'„„,11.1i1111
r-Or. —
A HUGE SELECTION OF
DIAMONDS
18% to 48% OFF
Fabulous diamonds of every description are drastically reduced
for this event. The typical examples shown will give you an idea
of the savings.
. Lady's ,.91 Carat Marquis Diamond in Brilliant Whtfr.:
Style 04.35-19. Marquis diamond with tapered ba-
guettes. 14K, white gold mounting. Reg. $1,275, NOW
Style 04-11-23, Reg. $176 Wedding Ring t• Match, $ee
Diamond Platinum Link Bracelet
Style 22-20-01 with 8 large diamonds and 16 smaller t399beauf,f,,,, se, in plaiint.m. Reg. $500, NOW
Man's Ring With Total Weight of 2.13 Carets
Sfyie,51matching sizie diamonds. Reg. $1,500 NOW Still,
.40.i 3. Lame fiery center dirimend with 2 . .
A I dunmund, vnlansixl is ttk I. All diatnninl orit et in al* ohm 1 ed. tax.
1ii II II,
Ph JA 5-67 1 or Order by Moll on Approval









































































y1.E ARE MODEST, however
it must be said that The 'Fri
State Defender's "miss mid-
South," who is Miss Shirley
Purnell, a senior at Manassas
MO school, was the loveliest
papticipant in the Cotton Mak-
erai Jubilee Parade, last Friday
evening. Another thing, ac-
,orlding to the cheers sent up
as ,she approached. riding on
the back of a smart red sports
car, she was the most popular




instrumentalist, is still holding
forth at Malunda's. He has
been there since last October.
Either he is very fond ofl
Memphis or Memphians are,
very fond of him.
FROM THE PLAY BOY
CLUB in Chicago comes James,
Columbus McGraw, a Memphis
boy who has played at the
club about 18 months. McGraw
really struck it lucky at the
Play Boy club. He started
there as a bus boy. He got a







3 Store Hours 9 A M 10 PM.
4 Money Orders Sold
5. MO and Phone Bit
Collected
6 free Gilt wrstia.ng
7 Notary PHA(
8 Free Parktng In Rear
9 Checks Cashed Fret





W. Woultf Ll,. sthe
Pleasuse of Sertmg YjI1
Phone 948-453'
with his act until they hired
him as an entertainer at the
club. A grad of Booker T.
Washington high school class
qf '55, the slight, handsome
McGraw, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. McGraw, Sr., 2.58
W. Essex St. McGraw does a
song-dance route. He'll be here
about two weeks on vacation.
Ohl yes Melvin Bond at thill
Big-M said to this wrier dort3




along with several Negro lead-
ers who stopped a senseless
demonstration here, in sym-
pathy with the Birmingham
upheaval. The demonstration
was stopped before it was
completely organized.
THE BIG QUESTION beinq
heard more frequently is
"When will Commissioner
"Buddy" Dwyer hire some
qualified Negroes in his de-
partment?" That is a good
question. Therefore a favor-




show every sign that they will'
cast the heaviest vote for can-
didates is the forthcoming
election, who will "talk shop"
ANOTHER BIRTHDAY AT FISK
Mrs. Cecile Barefield Jefferson, associat-
ed with Fisk university for more than 50
years a student, personnel officer and
director of food services, was honored
recently on her 'list birthday. Sharing
the occasion with Mrs. Jefferson, second
from left, are Mrs. Margaret Simms, head
resident counselor of Scribner hall, which
sponsored the fete; Dr. George N. Redd,
dean of the college, and Mtn Rhoda Ja-
Mille Jackson, a senior from Greenville.
Miss., and member of Scribner's dormitory
council. John Dope Franklin, noted his-
torian and Fisk graduate, once termed Mrs.
Jefferson's career at Fisk "a great
expression of faith in the dignity, capacity,
honor and vIrture of the Negro woman."





some jobs Air Force Reserve Needs
Enjoy
Otha L. Brandon, business The Air Force Reserve 919th cently held the title of "most nera""el office 9, Memnhis
, phmanager at LeMoYne College land 920kh I rcop Crrinu i;roupsioutstanding troop carrier 
wine Municipal Airport, one p23-
and a CPA, has been elected at Memphis Municipal Airport in the nation" for two consecu 7661-
secretary of the American As- is in need of 500 more qualified tige years.
sociation of College and Uni- reservists in their units before; The Memphis units fly the Last kt •
. .
year. They receive four day's 
suddenly. Her thought-pro-
pay
for tHe two-day drill each 
city For 4-H Workers
!
in one 15-day encampment each
yoking address was, "Today's
month, as well as promotion 
World Challenges Unique The first session in a train-
and retirement bonefits. 
Qualities of Women." ing program designed to help
For complete information, mvarious
Other    programsguests who roi at ohpetha









out the day were M ssITroop Carrier Group reserve Bradford 
  
Anna Jean 
youth of Fayette counts will /
Otha Brandon Gets
Post With AACUBO 500 Recruits-By July, 1





Formerly assistant secretary.lcruits are not signed up by that 123, "Provider" — an assault Melrose Hugh PTAhe was voted full secretary at time, the D-o.o.tment of D- - -ieol,-,e carinble nt call vl" ii,A,_ i,--,s  High School PTA,the annual meeting held at fense has snnounced that it 130 fully-equipped paratroopers
ii held its lait meeting of this iGrambling College in Louisi- will remove the tinfilled payDfor r r""CP "r 5" n''' '. school . —tn 711.0,s% Featured- - --- - slots from Memphis — a tflOye said Maj. Boensch. 








IKE DLD its DiSTIILLir GO., WWII], a lEhiulAY Aulassadi *04,41 sO reed/
- Th'11-P ,f ' on-o—no, f " r"is A r 'flirt from t,,e recently Mrs. Louise Nelson, Mrs. Lan-grated, 
i -
and have been since and airmen in almost all of the held State PTA Congress in ra Etta Jones, Mrs. Louise Further ;nformation on thethe formation of the reserve'Air Force Reserve job special- jackson, Tenn., was presented Gaines, Mrs. Pearl Polk and program may be obtained byprogram at Municipal Airport tie, by delegates. Mrs. Lula Cullens. ' contacting the agents.in 1951. , Reservists train one week-, A scholarphin was awarded ---- — — — _ , r____.,The 919th and 920th are part 
end each month and participate 'to outstiOing student. •111111••••11•11111•11111111•111111•1110.1•111mbilimirof the 445th Trdop Carrier i 
II .1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
Wing with headquarters in At-




A forum on employment op
portunities in Civil Service
will be presented at the Sarah
Brown brailch of the YWCA on
ThoteditY night, May 23., at
210, and the general public is
invited
,The forum will include talks
from thr.o pet-sons encsged
employing persms in Civil
1R"rvice Os this area who will
'disaiss job opportunities open-
ing un to Negrees in the Fed-
eral government.
They pre Frank D. Mr•Alister
chief of personnel, Kennedy
VA hospisai• Dsvid Caldwell
regional Civil Service repre-
sentative. anti F. E. Sam. chief
of personnel, U. S. Post Office.
The program is being spon-
sored by the Forum Commit-
tee of the YWCA or which Mrr





Annual Woman's Day at the
, Mt. Moriah Baptist church of
'2634 Carnes Ave. drew praise
from members and visitors
alike, last Sunday. Mrs. Kath-
eryn Perry Thomas spoke
at 3:30 p.m. in the place of Training Program
Dr. Clara A. Brawner who
was called out of
Goodlow, Mrs. Mary Frances.be held on June 18 at 7:30 p. M.
Graham, Mrs. Maxine Cash St the F 'yette County Training
and the Voices of Universal. School in Somerville.
Mrs. Dorothy Bowen, gen-
'nal chairman of Woman's The program was announced
Day, was complimented hr the recently by Fayette County ex
pastor, Rev. R. W Norswor- tension agents, Mrs. Bessi-
thy, for making the Day an- Jones and J. C. Gregory.
other "success" for Mt. Mo-
riah. 
T' enmmittee chairmen assist- intohs.ixtrv.n:os-eh ill b
will
rsese vilease sions andC 
sill 
ing Mrs. Bowen were Mrs.:
Hunter,Do ro thy mBrsowme en, e dMe Smith,Ka i i e
'ga.inizinre' 
training in the or-Doro
of a club, Project,
Mrs. Carrie Shields, Mrs. Hat- planning 
demonstrations, club
tie House, Mrs. Eula Gray, 
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Give Norelco rotary-blade shaving comfort
for Father's Day and Graduation
14;;EiP
New Norsk° 'floating-lanieF Spwedshaver 30
Heads swivel to hug face. Handsome new design
Rotary blades. 'Pop-open' vents for easy clean-
ing. 110/220 volts (AC/DC). Adapts to world-
wide use. Travel case. Model SC7960.
SSP
At a Popular Privet New Ninoleo 'flip-top'
Spiniclehaver. 20 Newest model of world's larg-
est-selling shaver, with famous Norelco rotary
blades. Now economically priced, lip-top* clean-
ing. 110 volts only (AC/DC). Model 8C7920.
. thesis shoran alaseensts.,
en WI
MORTIS AMERICAN PNIGPS COMPANY, INC., WO t- ,, 42nd Street, Mrs TorE .7, Nev. York.
?fortis.) is known at PAiliSkara sn anada and thsoushout ICSI at the life world.
so
New Norelco Cordless Spe•dshaver 20C ',haves
anywhere ... in your car, outdoors. Runs on four
tiny batteries. Only cordless shaver with Norelco
rotary blades. Fast 'flip-top' cleaning. Mirrored
zipper case. Model SC7970.
Exquisite! N•w lofty Norsk. Shaver 20L
Rotary blades shave smooth with no razor cuts.
Perfect for legs and underarms. New low prier.
*Simu AC lated-sapphire design. Ill, volts ( IX
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MI Sat. Open 8 A.M to 6 P.M.
CAR WASH $ 1 JIM• 
• 2 A.M.-6 P.M.
• Sat. or Sun. 51.25 Monday BEAM
• Sun. Open 8 AM. to 2 P.M. thru ••  Friday•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic •
"I desire to see the time
when education ... shall become























accredited colleges and universities recently awarded Gulf grants





















































At a ceremony in the Commanding Officer's office today.
the Memphis Army Depot was presented the Treasury
Department Minuteman Flag with one Service Star. The
"Minuteman Flag" Is presented to industries having 90
per cent or more of their employees contributing to the
say logs hund program. .% Service Star is added for each
twelve month period during which participation is main-
tained at 90 per cent or more. The flag was presented to
Colonel Shelby I.. Gillette. Depot Commanding Officer,
by J. Thurston Roach, Memphis and Shelby County Sav-




(The first hard liquor
that's not "hard.")
Nit "0)10 WIttsKI Y•St. PROOF
istsj, CRAIN NEU IRAt. SPIR1US






TRI STATE — SMITH, ' to their responsibilities of be-
The Pulpit Speaks — Ilk 'ling Christians as never before.
"And He wont into the tern- Those who think only in terms
pl. and began to cast them 'of self-aggrandizement must
out that sold therein, and find other avenues than the
them that bought; saying. 'It church.
is written my house is a STILL SMALL VOICE
hous• of prayer: but ye have I Within each of us there must
mad. it a den of thieves. 7 ,be a harkening to a still small
Luke 11145, 4111 voice that bids us be servants
'THE CHURCH' Of those about us. The words,
A few days ago I rode a bus "I ,am come that they mieht
downtown. Halfway than an have life and have it more
old unshaven, dirty in.smening abundantly!" roust be the basin
man boarded the bus. In all moving force in the heart of
every Christian.
Yes, I agree that there
should be some church to
Which this man could have
gone and someone directed
him to a bath, someone else
*laced some clean clothes on
his bedy, and someone else
make him know that he wasp
Aat yb a window that was open- imade in the image of God and
ed. A man sitting behind nimlhad no r .ht to be going
had to move because of the around looking as he was.
odor blowing on him. , In far ton Many instan6es w,
as Christians have forgottenThe man who fled took a in 
...
nower of the little thingsseat bchind me and struck up in life. I mean the little thingsa conversation with a woman,of which we are all capable.sitting next to me. The conver- Each one of us can utter kindsation centered around the wards of insoiration. each onecondition of the man. The man
of us can share some of ourwondered why relatives of the blessing, with someone else, orman would allow him to come each one of us can so live inon the streets in that condition, and around our fellowman thatAt this point the lady said, he can take on a whole new"It appears to me that he outinnit in life.
would go to some church and In this day when countlesssomeone there would help people live in houses wherehim." The man blurted, "The .closets are bulging with clothes;Church?" — "The church is too we will never wear again, ourbusy raising h--- these days to deep freezers are clogged withhelp anyone!" food which we have long sinceAtentrrIOUS ("10:S tired of eating, and we move
Cold chills ran down mY -.bout restlessly day aftor day
sp'ne. I w?ntsd to .1, n a .,0l' looking for something to do —
and join the conversation — we can 'administer to neople
in 'be I shou,d have cut I held like this man.
my peace. Thoughts ran all, Movbe there are those of us *will affect many cases pending inth ci gh my mind. I kr!-AY P"0",who don't share the description
of the church riven us by the 
other Southern cities.pie who run over each other 0f
to b , elected president man, Maybe there are those of "The decision is precedental in that ordinances requirof the missionary society,l its who feel that. the church is ing separation of the races at eating facilities are nowchairman of the deacon's doing a great job. , null and void," said Dr. King. This means specifically thatboard, president of the pastor's; r-tut each time we see men people may not be excluded from lunch counters on theaid soci,ty, or president of the like this man or women and basis of a city ordinance or statute requiring segregation.youth group because these of-•mine petiole. who daily are 
"The parallel significance of the reversal today is thatfires carry with them rn alt. 'goingastray, we must conclude.
expense paid trip- to the state 'that maybe the churel, is net the trespass conviction of demonstrators have now been
and national Meetings of the too bury raising h----, but it is declared unconstitutional and will affect many of the caseschurch. ltoo busy doing something now pending in Birmingham and other cities across theThe idea of being elected to aside from saving souls, south."
these offices that you might be Thn only mission of the itiiiimmeimmanime111011111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111i:in a position to enhance the.church is to save souls. Any-
program of God never crosses tine we gee a thoriliot in any Memphis Girt To I,' NEEDsense of the mrclif_ iiip 4efin- ""
lie eVide" '1%-e ''''' pa  Get Degree Fromtians are failing to reach Ehosel
Douglass High School's valedictorian is
Miss Dorothy Jean Johnson. 17, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Governor Johnson. 2304
Hunter at. She desires to study science at
Memphis State university. The salutatorian
is ('harles Brown, 17, son of Mrs. Altha
Brown, 2133 Eldridge st. Ile is IpokIng
forward to enrolling at LeMoyne college
to major In math. Nathaniel Guinn, 17.
probability he was conscious of
his state so he took a stand at
the door cf the bus where peo-
ple had to squeeze by him to
get off. One lady seeing the in-
convience he was causing peo-
ple getting off the bus suggest-
ed that he take a seat. This
the man did. He happened to
the minds of these who are so
ambitious, In far too many
cases those who are not cur-
rently holding these °Meet
with those nolluteri ambitions re„h•
are doing all that they can to 
be elected.
ToremoFt today in most of Lincoln PTA RedsOur chor,,,Fs R ^e,AI I-et/0/a •
needs to ,take place. Men need 
!Annual Tea-Programto be aroused and awakened ,
  several awards were ',re
Socia Scielce 
-
sented when the Lincoln 
l
Jun-
has been selected as the student speaker
at the Commencement Program which
is set for Sunday. May 26 at 5 p.m. in the
school's auditorium. Guinn is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien' Quinn, 3031 Calvert
St. He is the class president and plans a




ATLANTA — (UPI) — Integration leader Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., hailed the U.S. Supreme Court decision on
Negro sit-ins as "a significant victory in the history of
the non-violent movement."
King said that under the ruling the trespass convictions
of demonstrators has been declared unconstitutional and
whom we are supposed in Bennett College
A Memphis girl will be
among lie 98 seniors to ri
ceiye degrees when Benne::
college holds its 90th annual
commencement exercises on
Monday, June 3, in Greensboro.
N. C.;ior High School PTA held its She is Mi35 Hazel E. Abron.annual tea recently. 






at the Sarah Brown Branch of was "Choreographers' Chair."
the ywr lnA4 The PTA, m,s
blvd., Monday, May 27, at 11 Mary Brandon said "we appre-
a. m. cPte
Guest speaker will be Miss who helped to make the pro-
Martelle Trigg, risco-imp orn- gr,rn a FIICC''S "
fessor of social sciences at Le- Mrs. Elms Mardis was pub-
Moyne college. H-r wi'l licit', chairman. 0. J. Johnson
be, "Moral Values Among Col- is principal.
lege Students —.A Compar: --- --
son."
()Moen of the Alliance are . CHOIR & PULPIT-
Revs. John C. Mickle, presi-
dent: Elmer M. Martin, Henry
L. Starks, Roy Love, P. G.
Hentrel. I. A, Hamblin, C.. E.
Youn g, 0. B. Boothe, J. M.
Lawson, W F. Ragsdale S. A.
Owen and T. C. Lightfoot.
Committee chairmen are
Revs. D. S. Cunningham, J. C.
Richardson. J. A McDaroel. T,
Patrick, H. H. Jones, W. H.
Brewster, S. B Kyle.. J. M
Hill and L. F. Haygood.
Badges for U.S.,, ond
Organisations
(Hulls F5511111.155 SEPT.
Peres, Pert. Coma 7ctilet
lowest Prices Available
WE Mt FIFE (A75105
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
755 It., N.C. 77 Alabama St., S.M.
Waslangtes 2,0.C. smolt' 3, Seergla




EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311
MIDWEST MILK
Mrs. Nedra Smith; Mrs. Aman- the Memphis Public schoold3 Burt and nerfie'd cher., 
system.A special feature during the 
tea %Ai's p ria"^e ei-
rected by W. B. Kelley. II, a
facolt.- merr-e
*SAVE TIME • SAYE MONEY
• SAYS IPSORT
Thi.''H Purrhasesnd Delivery'' Plan hasbee,, serving house.. dyes allover the U S. forwore than three generations. TheSAYMANSHOPPING CENTER feature. over ',Shorn*products. including I s,r,oua DrUCIIA 1.11110iStr`d&AD. Toiletries. Horne Medicines. rood Fred-stria. Household Worksevere and lose/y is.Say Cosmetics.
IN OVAUTS PRODUCTS as taw Pacts
MR. R. G. HUNTER
2180 Bellevue WH 6-1532_
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Th.,. Is a reason why p•opl•
Ilk. to do bu•in••• with u•. You,
too, will like OU r Cour t•ou trial-
meat and cl•sir• to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturday. 900 so 1/00
[DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Florn• Owned Horns Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• lik• to say yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Sup•rvised by
the State Departm•nt of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581




NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
A and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA
Mimophis,
"YOUR Calepser Makes What You Ask For
CAPItes what Yon Think Of"
Comic Says Birmingham
Peace Pact To Stick
CLEVELAND — (UPI)
— Comedian Dick Gregory
said the agreement reached
bet% .-_•en whites and Ne-
groes in Birmingham, Ala.,
on integration problenaa would
prove lasting.
In a televised interview
Gregory said the agreement
worked out by a citizens coun-
cil would stand because it was
negotiated with a force that
ntrols 90 per cent oft the
,city's wealth and 98 per cent
of the working force.
Commenting that he did not
feel the Kennedy administra-
tion has acted quickly enough
in the integration situation in
the South, the comic said he
understood the position Presi-
dent -Kennedy Was in as s
politician.
"He has to satisfy many peo-
ple." he said. But he added
that this is an open and shut
elite. "He (Kennedy) knows
who is right and who is wrong*
EVEN THE INDIANS
Gregory said the day the Ne-
gro breaks through even the
Indians will come off the res-
ervetion.
The comedian, who broke
night 6lub engagements to par-
ticipate in integration demon-
strations in Birmingham said,
"1 have three kids, and no mat-
ter how much money I make,
they're going to be subjected to
certain injustices."
Rust Commencement To
Start Friday, May 26
Dr. E. A. Smith, president of
Rust college, announced that
the Commencement Season at
Rust College will begin Friday,
May 24, 1963. The first activi-
ties will be the Junior Recital
by members of the Music de-
partment.
Alumni Day will be Satur-
day, May 25. Registration for
Alumni will begin at 10 a. m.




JUNE f3RIDES . .
And when you think of gifts, think
of Quality Stamps . . You'll find
those books of Quality Stamps and
your Q.S. Gift Catalog helpful
friends indeed at any gift giving
time of the year.
at 10:30 a. m.
Other Alumni activities in-
clude a general alumni meet-
ing, a picnic dinner and the
induction of the class of 1963.
C. T. Cobbs, a graduate of
Bust College and principal of
Lincoln High School, Forest
City, Ark., will be the guest
speaker.
Included in the activities for
Sunday, May 26, will be a tea
Dr. A. D. Seittel. President of
Tousaloo, Southern rhrisUan
college at Tangelo°. Miss-, ob-
served recently that "Integra-
tion is a two-war street," If.
said that predominantly Negro
colleges should be Interested In
enrolling white steleats.
for seniors and their parents.
Baccalaureate service will start
at 6 p. m. Dr. W. E. Clark, di-
rector of the Department of
Public and Church Relations,
Division of Higher Education,
Board of Education, The Meth-odist Church will be the guest
speaker. Following the bacca-
laureate services the Music de-
partment will present Albert
Harrison in a recital.
Monday, May 27, at 10 a. 113.,
the Commencement exercises
will be held. Randall C. Mor-
gan, a graduate of Rust, will
deliver the address.
You're always among friends at your favorite Big Star—
friendly personnel, famous national brands you know
and trust, and the many friends and neighbors who shop






























SATURDAY, MAY 26, 1863
BABY CONTEST
Little Cheater Pruitt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. PreItt. Sr., wits awarded a $100
Savings Bonds tint plaoe winner In Hamle
ton High school's PTA and Baby Contest
Presented recently et the 'school. From left
are Mn. Katie Burchett, teacher of 7-4
class who sponsored Cheater; Mr. end Mrs.
WINNER
Pruitt, Frank A. Williams, Baby Contest
chairman: and Mrs. Helen N. Waterford,
general chairman of the affair. Mrs. M.
S. Draper is PTA president and Harry T.





KNOXVILLE, Term, — A
white graduate student at the
University of Tennessee has
become the symbol of the into-,
*ration movement in this city.
I He is Philip Bacon, who has
been carrying a sign in the
university area and in down-
town Knoxville. The sign an-
nounces the one-man fast Ba-
con has been carrying on as a
protest against segregation and
arrests of young student dem-
onstrators here.
Bacon is assoriated with
Marion S. Barry, Jr., a Negro
,s dent t integrstion leader
Barry, a Meneeshian and Le-
Moyne gra du ate described
'Bacon as the "symbol of the
1Knoxville movement" in an
article scheduled for publica-
tion in the May issue of The
Southern Patriot.
"What Is so uniaue about
Knoxville and the University
of Tennessee," Barry added,
"is the number of white stu-
deets who have joined the
fight for equal rights for all.
iTwo-thirds of the movement
PHILIP BACON and MARION BARRY
here is made up of white stu-
dents."
Barry himself is a leader of
he Southwide Student Non-
violent Coordinating Commit-
tee (SNCC). He rose to leader-
I
ship in the original student sit-
'ins in 1960, when he was a
student at Fisk university in
Nashville. He is now a gradu-












• Mclemore at Neptune
• Summer at National
• Quince at Sea Isle
• Macon at Wells Station
•Northgate Shopping Center
DISCOUNT FOOD STORES
DISCOUNT PRICES ON 'ALL YOUR FOOD NEEDS
NO MEMBERSHIPS - NO TRADING STAMPS - NO COUPONS - NO GIMMICKS
You'll Find More than 5,000 Items in our store and every one is DISCOUNT PRICED to Save You Money—Are You one of thousandsof Memphis Homemakers who have discovered Real Cash Savings at Big —0— If Not, Don't let Another Shopping day passwithout taking advantage of BIG —0" 's LOW DISCOUNT PRICES—SEE FOR YOURSELF—REMEMBER, IT'S THE TOTAL SAVINGS THAT
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT-PROVE IT TO YOURSELF!




































































(UPI) — More than 1,000
Negro students who par-
ticipated in civil rights
demonstrations here were
expelled or susp-nded, posing
a new threat to the uneasy ra-
rigi truce between whites and
no
City s74"0! antboriti,s Aeht
he names of 1,008 children More than 1,200 city and
a P.
state officers remained on duty
In Birmingham to maintain the
peace that gradually returned
to the city following the bomb-
ings eight days ago.
In Selma. Ala., a Massive
Negro vote registration was
ties wc.rked until 4 a. m., book- urged by a civil rights group.Ins -lore than 700 Negroes and A total of 23 showed up at the15 wh'tes arrested during re
-'Da as 
County registrar's office.cial cl•monsaations again
segregated schools and public All entered without Incident.
aceontmod:ttona ;0,,•,1 as the- A year ago, the Justice Depart-i
eters and restaurants. ment said 250 Negroes out,
Mute than t.80 Isle:meg of about 9,000 of voting age
have been arrested in the had registered in the county.
North Carolina tobacco center, In Ureensboro, N. C., the
dusrtingweperkotest marehee in theeirst of nearly 1,000 Negroespa
'arrested last week during dem-
Gov. T rry Sanford said the onstrations, appeared in court
solution t current racial prob-
roes





Inn). of whom is ore rrrested
during the measlye protests the
week of May 8 — to neighbor-
hood schools is ith instructions
tit,/ should not report for cies-
es tomorrow.
In Durham, N. C., authori-
lems was "good sense, and
there's plenty of that in North
es that Birmingham Negro
leaders demanded some corn- In Memphis, Tenn., several
promise in working out R set- downtown stores disclosed they
tlement to the demonstrations. had begun a quiet move to up-
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., grade lob opportunities for NO-
Mastermind of the Birmingham groes. It also was revealed that
protests, orieinalle demanded most downtown Memphis the-
that no disciplinary action be eters had been deaegregated in
taken against th- siu,lents but recent weeks end some stores
a white member of a biracial had begun hiring Negro saint
gommittee said they had noipersonnel.
Presbyterians Vote Speed
In Integration Campaign
u ir 4.rohIeN t JESniteIdowpa — res. ebrnytaenrciaipnatCiohnurperhocislasumead antio
A jet of live steam ex-
plodes, while the rice Is
still in its husk, driving
natural vitamins and miner-
als deep into each white
grain. The result is a totally
new rice ... high in feed
value with a fresh new
flavor. Try it.
authority over the city school
boerd.
One of the staff members of
King's Southern Chi-latish
Leadership Conference said
the disciplinary action was tak-
en against the students a "re-
sponse.' could be exoeeled by
the integrationistS. He did net
for arraignment. One charge
was dismissed because the
warrant was vague. City proge-
Carolina." cutors quickly revised the other
ASK NO ACTION warrants to specify exactly
It was on the point of die- how the Negroes had obstruct-
cipline against the students ed fire exists, the general
who participated in the march. charge under which they were
arrested
in race relations and voted
unanimously to speed up its
integration efforts.
The 175th General Assembly
of the denomination set up a
special commission on religion
and race and voted $500,000 to
Implement church • efforts in
the area of race relations.
Dr. Edler G. Hawkins, Ne-
gro minister from New York
City, was given a standing
ovation whin he asked that
the church "put its money
where its mouth is."
Dr. William Morrison, gen-
eral secretary of the soot of
Christian Education, said the
action occurred on the 100th
anniversary of the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation issued by
Civil War President Abraham
Lincoln,
MOST IMPORTANT STEP
He called it the most im-
portant step taken by the 840
commissioners (delegates) to
the general assembly, the
highest governing body of the
United Presbyterian Church
and its 3.2 million members.
Morrison said the church's
proclamation "represents the
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Each year around this time we look
forward to commencement exercises
with as much anticipation as the
world looks forward to the sunrise.
each morning.
Commencement exercises produce
in me a bit of mixed emotion. I am
happy that students have completed
a phase of their formal education.
Yet, I am sorry that some students
will never reach the academic ac-
complishments that are required to
meet, with fortification, the vicissi-
tudes of life. So, I conclude that
commencements produce both glad-
ness and sorrow — gladness for those
who will go on to higher academic
achievements: and sorrow for those
who will fall by the wayside. In this
sense, commencements mark the be-
ginning for some and the end for
others.
However, a lot of work goes into
a commencement, that is, a lot of
work must be done before a com-
mencement can be held. The students
must work, parents must spend mon-
ey And time, the faculty must work
hard and long as well as the Board
of Education. In case of colleges, the
Board of Trustees must invest time
and talent to help make commence-
ments possible. Nevertheless, it is
worth it.
WHO KNOWS?
Yes, it ' is ',North every hour 'and
dollar spent. Because the schools
hold within their walls some of the
boys and girls who will become our
leaders in various fields. Who knows
but Booker T. Washington high
school will produce one of the world
most outstanding social scientist;
Hamilton, an outstanding medical
scientist; Melrose, a great engineer;
Manassas, a genius in math. Father
Bertrand, a great artist; Carver, a
philosopher; Mitchell Road, a physi-
cal scientist of world renown; Mt.
Pisgah, a governor; Capelville, a
great musician; Shelby County Train-
ing School, a geologist; Barret's Chap-
el, and Geeter, theologians; Douglass,
a great politician, or a statesman;
Lester, an inventor who will astound
the world. Who. knows the boys and
girls in Caldwell Elementary School,
in Carnes, Chicago Park, Dunn Ave-
nue Corry, Cummings, Dunbar, Flori-
da, Georgia Avenue, Grant, Hanley,
A. B. Hill, Hollywood, Hyde Park,
Kansas, Keel, Klondike, LaRose,
The Haitian Crisis
Though Haiti violated the princi-
ple of sovereignty when its police
invaded the Dominican embassy at
Port-au-Prince, the action is not rec-
ognized as sufficient justification for
military invasion of the sister 4-
public by Santo Domingo.
, The two nations, which share the
Carribean island of Hispaniola, have
never enjoyed much mutual affection.
Ideologically, they have 'been dis-
:tasteful to each other for many a
moon. This distaste has been height-
ened by an almost fanatical Domini-
can opposition to dicatatorship after
, 30 years of bondage under Rafael
Trujillo, who was assassinated in
New Era In Farming
' Technological progress may sug-
gest factories to most people, but no-
;where has it wrought greater change
than on' the American farm. The city
1Joy who grew up on the land finds
Iiimself in a largely unfamiliar
:world if he looks into some of the
periodicals devoted to modern agri-
Fulture.
For example, the Farm Journal
•features an article about "Corn
'Without Plowing." Corn without
plowing? Why in former President
Truman's generation that would have
been practically like farming with-
-out farming. How could you keep the
weed down except with a cultivator/
:Well, it turns out that tillage can
be -6 mitt ed if the land is sprayed with
weed-killing chemicals before the
Leath, Lincoln, Alonzo Locke, Mag-
nolia, Porter, Riverview, Shannon,
Vollentine, Walker, Wisconsin, who
carry the seed of greatest within
them daily. Who knows?
Destiny has already ordained some
students to become great who are
now attending Owen college, Le-
Moyne, Memphis State university,
Christian Brothers college.
By the same token some members
of graduating classes will use their
knowledge to give strength to charac-
ter .. . to discover beauty in produc-
ing excellent work . . . and to ex-
perience sheer delight in the intrigu-
ing skill of turning knowledge into
production. Then the knowledge they
have acquired during their educa-
tional careers will be a decided ad-
vantage, because when we neglect or
misuse our working knowledge, we
are worse off than if we had never
acquired it.
OF HUMAN THOUGHT
I say to graduating members, do
not let your education cease after you
receive your diploma, but let it con-
tinue throughout your life. A culti-
vated mind to which the fountains of
knowledge have been opened . .
and which has been taught to any
appreciable degree to exercise its
faculties . . . will find sources of in-
exhaustible interest in all that sur-
rounds it ... in the objects of nature
. . in the achievements of social,
cultural and civic organization . .
in religious life. Also included will be
the imaginations of poetry, the inci-
dents of history, the past and present
ways of mankind, and their prospects
in the future.
These things will, I believe, do
much to diminish poverty and suffer-
ing, so much of which is due to
ignorance and to the want of inter-
est and brightness in uneducated life.
I congratulate all members of
graduating classes. May the best come
your way ever.
Let me leave you with some lines
from a poet:
"How dull it is to pause — to
make an end
"To rust unburnished — not to
shine in use
"As thought to breathe were life!
Life piled on life.
"To follow knowledge like a sink-
ing star
"Beyond the utmost bound of hu-
man thought."
1961.
Haiti's President Duvalier is a'
mad man, he is an exact prototype of
Adolf Hitler. However, the Haitian
ruler's regime would be extended,
not liquidated, under the cry of na-
tional peril, should the country be
,nvaded.
Duvalier has committed enough
sxcesses for his government to col-
lapse right under him. Too much
blood is yet dripping from his hinds
for him to escape alive. An invasion
will not hasten his end, but postpone
his downfall beyond the prayerful
expectations of the oppressed Hai-
tians.
corn is planted. Experimenters in
Ohio have found that they can still
get yields of around 100 bushels to
the acre.
The cost is about the same; the
question is whether the farmer has
something more useful to do with the
time he saves. Here and there it
would be easy for a newspaperman
to wax nostalgic about the soft earth
squishing up between bare toes as a
farm boy followed a patient horse
down the corn rows.
But the lament probably would
he written not with a lead pencil but
on an electric typewriter. And the
writer might be wondering how long
before a computer will tell him what
keys to tap.
'Don't 'You Think You're Moving Too Fast!'
Birmingham Poses Moment
Of Truth For JFK On Rights
THE KENNEDY Administration has
reached the moment of truth on the burn-
ing issue of civil rights.
All those pretty campaign promises —
the phone calls to Atlanta — the "too late-
too little" spineless executive housing
order, the beautiful pronouncements
about human rights — the coveted invita-
tion to White House social events — all
of these do not add up to one fraction of
the answer to the hard, cold fact of the
moment.
The fact is that the problems created
by the tense Birmingham, Ala. situation
lie smack on the doorsteps of the White
House.
Lie down with dogs and you are due to
arise with fleas.
The Administration has played • ball
with the Dixiecrats and the reactionary
Republicans like Everett Dirksen. Now the
President will have to pay the bill.
Not For Real On Rights
ANYONE who follows this writer
knows that we have consistently voiced
the belief that the President is not "for
real" on the civil rights issue — that he is
a clever tokenist.
But tokenism will not satisfy the swel-
ling chorus of indignation which is direct-
ed against an Administration which talked
big and bad to the steel industry and to
Fidel Castro, but fails to take action when
Negro ministers and teen-aged Negro chil-
dren are knocked to the ground by high-
pressure water hoses and bitten by police
dogs.
More and more, each day, people of
both races are coming over to the side of
Dr. Martin Luther King in his quietly de-
termined and heroic crusade for freedom,
justice and human dignity.
Noel Marder, a young millionaire pub-
lisher, is a classic example of the many,
many white people in this country who
have a burning consciousness that Birm-
ingham dramatizes the shame of America
and her failure to come to grips with her
racial problem.
Financial Support
MARDER CAME to me just a few days
ago and suggested that we do something
positive to organize moral and financial
support in. the North to give backing to
Dr. King.
At Dr. King's invitation, Mr. Marder
and Dr. king's Eastern Seaboard public
relations counsel, Al Duckett, visited
Birmingham to see for themselves the
terror and tenseness of that divided city.
The result was a kick-off luncheon in
New York the other day which was the
organizing meeting of the "Back Our Bro-
thers" Movement. I do not know when I
have seen gathered together such a dis-
tinguished group of celebrities, public of-
ficials and social and fraternal leaders,
all deeply concerned with the question of
civil rights.
We intend to extend the "Back Our
Brothers" Movement throughout the
North. Our initial project will be a June
18 "Back Our Brothers" banquet at the
Park Sheraton Hotel in New York. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Dr. Ralph Aberna-
thy, Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker and Rev.
Fred Shuttlesworth, the "four horsemen of
civil rights" who are leading the Battle
For Birmingham, will be our guests of
honor.
Mr. Marder had already made a per-
sonal donation of $1,000 to Dr. King. His
company was planning to pick up the tab
for the eight or nine hundred dollar lunch-
eon. But Frank Schiffman, (Avner of the
famed Apollo Theatre, reached for it first.
Marder's answer to this was one of
gratitude and generosity. He will match
Mr. Schiffman's contribution with a sim-
ilar sum donated to the BOB Movement.
Hates To See Dream Fade
NOEL MARDER is one of those fine
Americans who is unwilling to stand by
and see hate-filled bigots destroying the
American eream.
Another American of this calibre is
Arnold Forster, the militant head of the
Anti-Defamation League. Forster said at
the luncheon that "it is not as important
how America looks to other nations of
the world, in relation to our conduct on
the race issue. What matters is how Ameri-
cans look in their mirrors."
Look in your mirror today and do
something with the power of your ballot
and the power of your dollar.
Send a wire or letter or post card to
the President and ask him to take strong
action in Birmingham.
'Little Child Shall Lead Them',
BIRMINGHAM, Alat,ama — "And a
little child shall lead thenir
You can't help marvelling over .the
prophetic wisdom of that!Biblical phrase
as you stand here in the 16th Street Bap-
tist Church, hearing a thousand kids sing-
ing their freedom songs.
They are kids"— fourteen to eighteen —
with quite a few even younger. Never
in your life have you seen such beautiful,
inspired and happy faces. Never in your
life have you heard such singing.
"Ain't gonna let nobody turn me 'round
. . . I'm gonna walk walk, walk . . . I'm
gonna talk, talk, talk . . Freedom, Free-
dom . . . Deep in my heart I do believe,
we shall overcome."
Their leaders are lined up in a singing,
exuberant row, standing in front of the
large room. Martin King, Wyatt Tee
Walker, Ralph Abernathy, Fred Shuttles-
worth, Jim Bevel, Andy Young. They
have a right to be proud. For today these
children have won still another victory—
a victory over the water hoses, the police
dogs, the prison bars—a victory over them-
selves and all the hot passions which rule
and ruin men.
Today, one thousand of these children
came to this church to register, to.ign
"commitment cards," to pledge, to march
for freedom and not to carry any weapon
—not even a toothpick. They hear the
instructions of their leaders.
They listen attentively and with ap-
proval. They are reminded of how many
long years the Negro has waited for the
freedom God meant for him to have —
the freedom the Declaration of Indepen-
dence and the Constitution acknowledged.
Petty Cosh
TODAY, hundreds of their brothers and
sisters, friends and classmates, left these
church doors, marching two abreast,
march toward downtown Birmingham,
marching toward the City Hall from where
the authority stems which says that a
public park is for white kids only; the
downtown department stores where you
can buy shoes and hats and gloves and
tools and books and records—and segrega-
tion. For lunch counters are not for you
after you have spent your money at other
counters.
They marched through the heart of a
city where black trien's wages are petty
cash compared to the compensation white
men receive.
In Birmingham you can be promoted
in a Jim-Crow school. Yet, when you have
matriculated into maturity, you are con-
stantly "left black" when it comes to job
advancements.
They marched, singing, they marched.
Some of them reached their goal. Others
DARK
L.IiosIAT D. WILLIAMS 1
YOU NAME IT
Recent occurrences in Birmingham,
Ala. and Nashville, Tenn. .. . not to men-
tion related situations regarding race re-
lations in other cities and towns in the
nation . . point up the fact that it's high
time for Negroes generally to make some
choices.
Now, there are five pretty well de-
fined groups which are taking the lead
in presenting the Negro protest against
second rate status in the United States.
They are: The Students Non-Violent Co-
ordinating Committee, the Congress for
Racial Equality (CORE); The Southern
Christian Leadership Conference; the
NAACP; and the Black Muslims.
• The groups are also pretty well de-
fined on the basis of technique, the man-
ner in which they deploy their resources 41
in determination, energy, and appeal.
VARIOUS SORTS
The Students Non-Violent group
seems to employ primarily the techniques
of sit-ins, stand-ins, picketing of stores,
theaters, and lunch counters, and boycot-
ting. They organize marches of students
to target areas in the downtown section
of various communities. And make their
desires felt by submitting to arrests, slug-
gings, and otherwise dramatic presenta-
tion of their position.
CORE . . . Congress for Racial Equal-
ity . . . has a technique that seems to be
based mostly on Freedom Rides from one
community to another; Freedom walks,
voluntary jail sentences, propaganda of
various sorts ... primarily directed against
segregation in transportation, in terminal
restrooms, and other public facilities.
The Southern Christian Leadership
Conference is currently using the basic
technique of mass demonstrations, kneel-
ins, large mass speaking and song services
in public places and on the streets, and
submission to mass arrests, and constant
agitation against discriminatory practices
in such matters as voting, employment,
segregated public facilities, and other ob-
structions to Negro up-grading in status.
CHIEF APPROACH
The NAACP (National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People)
depends primarily on litigation (lawsuits)
to fight for the Negro's basic rights. It
was the NAACP that sparked the current
so-called "freedom drives" with its suc-
cessful legal fight regarding Sublic school
segregation, culminated with the Supreme
Court Decision of 1954. This does not mean
that the NAACP has ruled out other tech-
niques for racial protest. But the lawsuit
, seems to be its chief approach.
The next significant Negro protest
group of natiqnal importance is that
known as the Black Muslims. This group
is accused of preaching a technique of
militant resistance to racial proscription.
It allegedly teaches its followers to strike
back when struck . .. to work for self-sus-
taining independence of the white man.
It has an almost military discipline for
its members, and urges self control and
individual discipline. Some people accuse
the Black Muslims of being purveyors of
hate and separatism.
Roughly those are the profiles of the
major Negro protest organizations in the
United States.
TOO SLOW
The mass of Negroes more or less
fluctuate between the techniques of these
groups. One person, a student, observed
that all the techniques are needed .. . de-
pendiag on the place, the situation, and
the time. Perhaps he is right.
It is to be noted that most of the old-
er, better circumstanced and possibly
better educated classes among Negroes
seem to lean more in favor of the NAACP
technique of law suits and public protest.
There is attendency for many younger
Negroes to criticize the NAACP as too
slow, and long-lirawn out.
Others criticize the Student Non-
Violent technique as dramatic but incon-
clusive in the long run. It is said that after
gaining admission to lunch counters and
the like . . . too many Negroes don't have
the money to take advantage of the gain.
PRO AND CON
But regardless of the criticisms pro
and con that may be levelled against all
the techniques mentioned, there is one
wherein all Memphis ,Negroes can operate.
That is to remember that there are a lot
of things the folk who live in a given com-
munity can do before it is necessary to
resort to the pressure techniques of the
organizations named.
For example, right here in Memphis
progress, real progress . . is being made
in the area of improving citizenship,
status for the Negro. The big drawback
is that so many Memphis Negroes don't
know what's being done or what has been
done, or who is doing it.
Some technique needs to be devised
to get the word around among the mass
of Negroes before some way-out group
comes in and snatches the ball . . . and
breaks up the game. Now, whatchubet
marched only a block or two before the
red-faced, gestapo halted them. Brave men,
armed with billies and guns. Brave men
mounted on horses. Brave men sitting in
cars. Brave men holding great, hungry,




























THE SKY was blue. The sun was big
and mellow gold: The air was sparkling,
diamond cleat.
And murder walked Birmingham streets.
The children who reached downtown
and the children whose path was blocked
by the brave men — were loaded into
paddy wagons,, trucks, school buses — to
be taken te They knew they were
going to jail. Tkiey wanted to go to jail.




































































































— Miss Gloria Willis, 16,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Free-
man Willis of 3382 Alta rd.,
front, will be valedictorian at
Mitchell High school, and Miss
Jackie Harris, 16, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. .1. C. Harris of
Alta rd., will be salutatorian
for the class of 1963. Both girls
plan to attend Memphis State
university for college work.
'Mark Stansbury Photo)
The:
MOTHERS ON PROGRAM I
The word "Mother" has a
great meaning and all turned
to her glory and honor on the
day set aside for her celebra-
tion. It has mixed emotions
for many. There is a joy for
those who still have mothers
and a sadeess for those whose
mothers are gone.
With the various programs
given at the different church-
es, the one at Mother Liberty
CME was a little different.
The mothers and daughters
appeared together on program
which was ve--; unique. There
were sons, too who appeared
with their mothers to show
that women don't do every-
thing.
Special out-of-town guests
on the program were Mrs.
Jean Mosley Paxton and her
son Michael Eugene of Mem-
phis. They were guests of
Mrs. Paxton's mother, Mrs. Lu-
la Mosley who resides on Hays
Ave. Mrs. Mosley was also
made very happy on her day
by the presence of her other
daughters and their families
who also reside in Memphis.
They were Mrs. Ada Lou
Mitchell and her children, Ce-
COMPLIMENTS GRADUATING CLASS
"1953"
A.R. Taylor Co inc.
OFFICE SUPPLIES and EQUIPMENT
18 South 2nd St. - JA 5-5791
In Business Since 1879
NIGH QUALITY
LOW PRICE
You Save Money At
BILL SPEROS
310 UNION
Where you will find the best car value in ihe
Mid-Sotz,h—YOU—be the Judge—atop in today.
THERE'S A CAR HERE FOR YOU
--------.
'62 Valiant $1295
Lip( b.... V.200 2-door Heater.wheel covers, ww tires. Sharp!
'59 Fury 11095
Snorts Fury. BM* and White 2-
liter hardtop. RAH. tort:M(11th,power brake*, Stewing. owing outnate ww tires. Latta seathroughout
'57 Cadillac 81395
nate, A Ir conditioned. Blackawl v bite 2.door hardtop. RAH,hydrs nth rir power braket. steer-log, Neat and windows. WAY tires.Nice.
'61 Tempest  $2195light blue i.door RAH whits-walltires. Very nine throughout, Seein appreciate.
'60 Chrysler  111895Fee. AA(' light his: 1 dr WindsorP5.5. lithos lit. P.O. braked. Oneowner.
'62 Valiant $1695
Station wagon, red and whit• 4.door. Like new throughout. Radio.Meter. ww 'ire*. If you are look-ing for a compact wagon — thisM It!
'60 Dodge $1095
Factory sir conditioned, dark green4-door. Ralf. torquefItte, bowerbrake, end steering, ww tires.
'67 Cadillac ........ $1295Factory air conditiOnird, light blue4-door CV hardtop. RAH, hydra-e:elle, power brakes. steering andwindows, ww tires. Extra nice.
'60 Corvair  $995
Black atm white 4-door RAH. wwtires, straight Wit_ Very nice.
'60 Ford .... . $1295




VS Biscayne 4-door. Powerailde,power brakes end Miring. Heat-er, 4 new ww tithe. Very nice. ,
'51 Cadillac $8951
Factory air conditioned. 60 Special4400r. yellow and white, HaagHydrarna lc power brakes, steering,windows. ww tires.
'V Chrysler  $795
Feetory air conditioned Saratoga4-door. RAH. torquerlite. PO We rstaring. ww tires. Nice.
'MI Ford $595
VS station wagon. KW Ford-
o-natio. ww tire..
'56 Plymouth $395
VS atetIon wagon 4-door. RAH,two tone paint.
'55 Pontiac  $395
Rid nod black 2-door &VC by.dramatic.
'63 Chevrolet  $295
Light blue 4 -door. RAIL power.glide
'60 Falcon $895
Light blue 2-door. Heater ww
tiros Safety belts.
'58 Plymouth $695
Yellow and whlt• 2-door hardtop,RAH. torourfilte. ww tints. Nice.
'57 Plymouth $495
Belvedere VS 2-door. RAH, ewe.button drive, ww tire..
'58 Chevrolet  6495
VS Bela:, 2-door hardtop RAH,powerglide. ww tires.
'58 Ford . $498
Jet black 2-door VS. Pord-o-matle,teeter, ww
'55 Buick 8495
Air eon ioned. 4 dr. Stationwagon, Ftg!!. dyne flow.
57 Plymouth .... 6545
Air conditioned. dark Aloe 4-d00rSavoy. Heater. ww tires. t re
nied.
'57 Chrysler $895
White and brown 2-door hardtopRAH, torquetlite, power brakesand steering, ww tires.
'55 Packard  $495Gray and white 4-door Clipper.RAH, automatic tranarniesion, pow-er brakes and steering. ww tires.Mitre nine.
MANY MORE TO SELECT FROM
Bank Financing — 1st Note Due in July
BILL SPEROS
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
310 UNION Open'Til 9 P.M. JA fi-RIR4JA 5-0586
by
Anna C. took.
cil, Quinton, Paxton, Ada Lou-
yore, aed Bernard and Mrs.
Jenette Hempihll with her son,
Monroe Cardell. Cecil, son of
Mrs Mitchell is in Jackson, •
attending Lane College.
Miss Darlene Hutson who is
presently on leave from Tenn.
State University studying at
the University of Tennessee
found time to be with her
mother, Mrs. Hutson of Jack-
son on her day.
SCHOOL ENDS •
County Schools bid good-
bye to the season last week.
Exercises were held at East
High School on Wednesday
night and West High School
on Thursday night, with ap-
proximately 200 seniors from
both schools receiving diplo-
mas. A greater number of the
graduating seniors from East
High School, departed for
Washington, D. C. by bus for
a sight seeing tour. They will
be away for about a week.
Traveling along with them
will be Mrs. Mildred Manuel,
senior advisor, and some sen-I
ior parents.
Graduation at Merry High
has been announced for Tues-
day. May 28 at 7:40 p.m. in
the school auditorium. Speak-
ers for the occasion will be
Miss Castle Curry, valedicto-
rian, Miss Agnes Hustpon, sa-
f
Neilson, essayist. Vesper Sem'
ice for Ole graduating class
will 'be had on Sunday after-
noon, May 26 at 4:00 p.m. and
Class and Awards night on
Monday, May 27.
Awards Day for underclass-
men will be held on Monday,
Milky 27 beginning at 9:00 a.m.
SOCIALLY
Mrs. Frances Washington,
who had just returned from
New York touring with the
Lane College Choir, was the
hostess to the laet meeting of
the Echo Bridge Club in her
home on Lane Ave. Lucky
winners of the prizes which
had been purcahsed while she
was on her tour were: Mrs.
Vivian Bell, first prize: Wil-
liam Jones, second, and Mrs.
Bernice Lucas, third. Walking
off with the traveling prize
was also Mrs. Bell, The de-
licious salad plate proved the
very thing on the exception-
ally wient
Dance lovein; are still !flak-
Mg the rounds weekly as the
spring dances are still tops.
Greek letter organizations
were hosts the last two weeks.
It was a night with Kappa
Alpha Psi on Friday night ill
Humboldt, at Stigall High
school. The following Monday
night, the airconditioned Cre,t
Ballroom on Highway 45 we..
the setting for a night with
Omega Psi Phi. I understand
they are not finished yet so
ladies, keep those party dress-
es ready.
Let me know of those sum-
mer plans, school attendance,
etcetra. The way this spring is
ending up, I'm sure if you're
Ilke me, you will be trying to
beat the heat. Happy vacation-
lutatorian, and Miss Florita mg.
SUITE OF OFFICES FOR RENT
Entire 2nd floor 149 Beale St.
Ideal for Dentist, Medical Dr.,
Lawyer or Photographer's Studio
Call JA 6-9368
OAKLEY FORD
THE BIC FORD SUPERMARKET
1048 UNION—BR 2-3431
NEW - USED CARS & TRUCKS
2461 CARS SOLD THIS YEAR 119631
The More We S•Il • The More You Sava
Volumes Makes Th• Differ•nce•Low•r Terms -Lower Prices
SOME OF OUR USED CAR SPECIALS
1959 CADILLAC 4 Dr. Sedan Deville
Full Power Air Condition Like New $239500
1962 GAL. Sedan 4 Dr., pa.,
V-8 R.H., F.M.T.C., W. Tires '13V5°°
1960 FORD FL500 2 Dr. Sedan
Tu Tone V-8, R.H. White Tires 19500
1958 FORD FL500 2 Dr. Hardtop
Tutone Auto. R.H., W. Tires, s89500
One Owner-Real Sharp
ALSO BIG DISCOUNT ON ALL 1963 DEMONSTRATORS
AND EXEC. CARS. BRING THE FAMILY AND DRIVE
HOME IN A tifYi FORD 
150 Expected At Banquet
Honoring LeMoyne Athletes
Robert Henry Lee, athletic
director and head football
oach at Southern University,
Baton Rouse, La., will address
LeMoyne College's annual
Athletic Banquet this Friday
ROBERT H. LEE
night, May 24 The banquet,
which starts at 8, will be held
in the Conunons.
Lee, one of LeMoyne's all-
tIme athletic greats, quarter-
backed the 'Mad Magicians'
during the early 30's under
the tutelage of the popular
Jack Adkins. He was voted
"Baseball Coach of the Year
in 1961" by NAIA.
Several of Memphis' high
school football coaches played
under Mr. Lee's direction at
Southern.
He is being accompanied to
Memphis by his wife, the for-
mer Miss Jtmetta Wells, also
a native Memphian. Lee's par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawtence
J. Lee of D011 Mississipptc, will
attend the•banguet, too.
Basketball, track and cross-
country players, coached by
Jerry C. Johnson, will be hon-
ored at the annual affair.
The banquet Is expected to
be attended by more than 150
persons.
Douglass And Hamilton Meet
In District One Playoff
After two fine mound per-
formances the District. One
baseball Playoffs went into
this week with Douglass and
Hamilton tied at one game
each. The third and final game
was scheduled for Bellevue
Park Monday night. The game
was rated a toss-up between
the prep champs and second
place finishing Hamilton.
In the opening game last
week Douglass, behind the one
hit pitching of James Eubanks,
took a one game lead in the
best two of three series by
downing Hamilton, 7-0. A
seventh and final inning bloop
single prevented Eubanks
from hurling a no-hitter. It
was the second time this sea-
son that the tall southpaw
narrowly missed no-hit glory.
Eubanks blanked Hamilton 1-0
on one hit early in the season.
Lefthander Prentice Lyons
wielded the big bat that club-
bed starter Otis Thomas from
the mound after Douglass scor-
ed five runs in the fourth. The
most damaging blow was a
triple by Lyons that chased
across two runners.
Only one putout was made
in the outfield as Eubanks was
in complete control. Some-
thing unusual for prep games
occurred when two players,
one from each team was oust-
ed from the game. The Ham-
ilton player was given the
thumb for the use of profanity
in protesting a call at second-
base. The Douglass player was
ordered out of the game when
he refused to move to the bat-
ters' box quick enough for the
umpire. The latter action caus-
ed the game to he played un-
[ ROBERT'SRADIO ELECTRONICS
869 So. Third Street
946-2695
2 WAY RADIOS




CLEANEST USED CARS ANYWHERE
ALL CARS GUARANTEED




PHONE 24 HOURS JA 7-4478
$1000 DOWN & $10" PER WEEK,
APPROVED CREDIT
FOLLOWING CARS SEE HOMER SKELTON ONLY
1955 CHEVROLET 4 Dr. Belair, Radio, Heater
8 Cyl. Automatic Drive
1956 FORD 1 Dr. Radio, Heater
1958 PLYMOUTH 4 Dr. Hard Top Bellevue Der
1957 BUICK 4 Dr. Hard Top
MANY MORE CARS TO SELECT
BRING THIS COUPON ALONG
der protest by Douglass which
contended that the umpire sim-
ply should have ordered the
pitcher to pitch if he was
ready for play to continue.
GET EARLY START
Hamilton jumped off to an
early lead in the firts inning
on L. M. Carroll's two run
homer over the rightfield
fence to edge Douglass 4-2,
and force a showdown third
game. The Wildcats were out-
hit 7-5 by the Red Devils but
winning twirler Larry Dailey
was stingy in the clutch.
James Fowler went the route
and with the exception of
two unearned runs yielded in
the fifth pitched well enough
to win. However, his mates
waited until the seventh in-
ning before they could get on
the scoreboard.
CORRY UPENDS PORTER
A hustling Corry Road nine
upset heavily favored Porter,
114. in the final game of the
Bluff City Junior High Play-
offs; to win the City champion-
ship. The underdog Eagles won
their first league title the
hard way. Corry copped the
last two games after losing
the opening game to the Por-
ter Golden Lions. Porter had
gone through its district slate
with an undefeated record
while Corry had to battle
Douglass it playoff game for
the right to meet Porter.
MERRY STUBBORN FOE.
Douglass pushed over an
eighth inning run to defeat
Merry High of Jackson, Tenn.
4-3, in a hard fought battle
last Thursday afternoon at
Douglass Park.
It was the sixteenth victory
of the season for the Red Dev.
us against two losses. Merry'S
fireballing lefty Walter Yen-
TOPS AT LESTER — Mist, Marlon Roberson, left, 18-year-
old daughter of Mrs. Cleotha Roberson. will be salutato-
anrian, and Miss Ethel Mae Patterson, rig-set, will be valeas-
torian when commencement exercises are held at the
school on Monday, May 27 at 6 p.m. Miss Patterson's pa-
rents are Mr, and Mrs. Addle Pattesron. Vesper servieeswill be held In the school gymnasium on Sunday. May 28, 'at 5 p.m. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
1
Charge Ex-Klan Leader •
Fired Into Negro Homes ,
ANNISTON, Ala. — (UPI) —'night of May 12,
Kenneth Adams, 42, one-time
Ku Klux Klan leader, was
charged with two counts of Br-
ing at the homes of Negroes the
KENNETH ADAMS
dell had a 3-1 working margin
when Douglass erupted for
two runs in the sixth to tie
he score on Lee Taylor's steal
of home plate.
Prentice Lyons drove in
Taylor in the eighth when the
Merry leftfielder and center-
fielder collided going for his
fly ball. Lyons pitched the
distance and gained credit for
his third win against one loss.
We're Mighty Proud
It is with a great deal of pride that we extend to you
of this year's graduating class, our very hest wishes
and sincere congratulations. We've seen some ex-
cellent young people complete this part of their edu-
cation here but we recall of no other group whom we
thought had more possibilities than you. Good luck,




WEST MEMPHIS FISHMAN & PICNIC
STOP
ONE STOP COMPLETES YOUR WANTS
FOR A DAY OF ENJOYMENT FOR THE
OCCASION
NIC-NAC GROCERY
LINE and SINKER SHOP OPEN 24 HOURS
2222 EAST BROADWAY RE 5-1117






FISHING LICENSE FOR THE
TRIP or ANNUAL
Adams, a service station. op:
crater, was released on lafs20([
bond. A preliminary hearin;
was set in recorder's court-1,4y
23.
Adams was accused of .4iring.
into the homes of Tom Doke&
and Jesse Clark on the inght.
following the Birminghanr-rietae
No one was injured by the shots.,
which came from a miming,
automobile.
Mayor Claude Dear an 'the'
Chamber of Commerce had leach
posted $500 reward for intoning.-
tion leading to the arrest„ and,
conviction of those respoaihIc,
for the shootings. Witnesses had
said three or four white:1)16i
in a passing automobile Wed,.
the shots.
The charges are a till'sdet'
meanor and the maximum.
penalty upon conviction •is






crowd packed the First Baptist
hurch beyond its seating ca-
pacity to hear the nationkreRZ
ecutives of' the NAACP,'“ine
featured speaker was Roy-Wila
king, executive seeretary,sivho
stressed 'voter registratittn 121
Mississippi. Also speaking -were
Arthur Spingarn, national +ores-.
ident; Alfred B. Lewis, nation-c
al treasurer; Bishop Stephep G,
Spotswood, and three national
board mernbers, Dr. Claitctei
Hudson of Los Angeles. Celif.Z
Dr. Leonard Bush of new Or-
leans, and Atty. Margaret
Bush Wilson of Missouri.
Local Negroes ignored a full.
page ad which appeared in a
local white daily paper which.
urged Negroes to stay away
from the meeting and "outside
agitators." • •
Some of the national offlters
left Clarksdale for Birming-






'57 Chess, . $795
it.ilnOr. RAH; 11.,c71., Standard dztie.
'SS bodge 1415
Roy.) 4-don, RUH, auto. God
owner. low mow&
'55 Chit's. ..... PISS
Bel Air 4-dr. RIM, automat
trace.
Plym. ........ SIMS
4.dr RAH, automatic Nice!
'57 Olds. $793
4-dr Lower etc and brake... auto.R&M. factory air.
'56 Cadillac . $191
T)•Ville Sedan. Full power. factory
Sir.
'59 Chevrolet .S11113
1 r Bel Air RAH. oslo., Delver
'It One owner and like new, •
'57 Lincoln
trent! 4 r Volly eqpd . and Ike
new
Matte. low mileage. oneowner.
'60 Dodge $104
4-dr Raid.auto. traps . 2t!r.lte 0
actual miles. OW owned.
'57 Ford OMFs I ris no 4-dr. Authentic Mites,Raid.
'57 Dodge    NUSta. War , auto. Waal pitse•end isiese
'57 Buick
mate, IOW Mileage as. 0111111114
siswv moan 're( MOOSE rum14.451( FINAS1
John Wellford
915 UNION
AT EAST ST. JA 6-0465
-
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, t Friday, June 14
9:00 A.M..4:00 P.M.






201 Rdg, Wrtng, & Cr'.
202 Rdg, Writing. & Crit.
301 World Literature
302 World Literature
319 Speech and Drama
Health and Physical Education
230 Theory and Practice' c f
Organized KY;
33S Orient. in P.ecreaf.
Specialized Professional Education
304 Tchg. of .Lang. Arts








ENTRANCE TO BROWNLEE HALL





















A concentrated wcrishop in audio-visual education, de-
signed specifically for in-service teachers. The workshop
will consist of '8 4ive4rour day—tor eight dos, sncl will be
concerned wills the oissirst1on of various machines and
other modern triChniciues trot wc,u'd be wed in classroom
presentSeion. ENROLLMENT LIMITED TO TWENTY-FIVE
STUDENTS.
2 sem. H. cred I- •
CREDIT ALLOWED
Students may regi ster for courses irw both the eight and
five-week session] Students who register for courses sched-
uled during th• five and eight-week period may carry 
up to
nine semester 'hours. Students who register in cours•s sched-
uled for the five-week period may not take more than six
semester hours.
CLASS SCHEDULE
Classes will meet from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 
p.m. Monday
through Saturday. Students should not regist•r for a 
course
unless they can meet every s•ssion.
EIGHT-WEEK COURSES
Core Professional Education
:01 Amer. Pub. Schl.




414 Special Methods 17-121
302 Art for Teachers
• (see aLso Art 3021
302 Music for Teachers
ret
(see so Msiç 3021,,
tchic.ition
*,420 Curr. Planning & Pract.




302 Music for Teachers
100 Arts and Crafts




















201 United States History 3 sem. h,rs.
Geography
303 Economic Geography 3 sem. his.
Economics
201 Principles of Economics • 3 sem. hrs.
Mathematics •
100 Basic Mathematics 4 sem. hrs.
*May subst. for Spec. Prof. Educ. for certification for
in-service teachers.
PRE-COLLEGE ORIENTATION
A non-credit course for June high school graduates
who may feel the need of intensive preparation in mathe-
matics and English for college admission.
The Course is not designed primarily for students
expect to enter LeMoyne, but for any prospective college
—whatever his choice of college may be.
Enrollment in this course will be limited to Witty s'.
dents. Students who enroll must take the full schedule.
Interested high school graduates should write or call th•
registrar's office.
Registration June 15, 9:00 A.M.
Lecture Hall —Brownle• Hall
Classes June 17 through July 20
RECREATIONAL SWIMMING
A non-credit recreational swimming class
 will be offered
from 2:00-3:00 p.m. Monday through Frida
y.
fise-w•el.., Of instruction FEE $15.',./0
SUMMER COURSE IN BASIC ACCOUNTING
This course, which is designed for persons engaged
In some phase of business, will deal with, theory and
principle• of elementary bookkeeping and t•chniquiss
 of
good office procedures. It will be offered on o 
non-
credit basis.
Th• cows, will run for eight weeks beginning W•d-
wesdey. June 19, and ending August 7. Th• class will
rn•rit each Wedn•sday from 6:30 p.m. to 
9130 p.m.
Brownlee Lecture Hall. Otha L. Br
andon, cirrtifi•d put,:
accountant, will conduct the course.
This course should prov• of interest 
to bookkeeper,
secretaries, accountants, cashiers, sales
men, Purchas, ,
agents, owners end managers, clerks, 
general office
personnel and insurenc• personnel.
LeMOYNITES OFF TO COLLECT PRIZES
Miss Monetha Reaves, left, honor student
at LeMoyne where she is a senior, and Mrs.
Velma R. McLemore, chairman of the
English Department at the college, board
a jet at Municipal Airport enroute to New




for winning the short story first prize and
poetry second prize in a contest sponsored
by the Reader's Digest and United Negro
College Fund. The two prizes were worth
$500 in cash. The two LeMoynites visited
Radio City and saw two plays.
LaBelle Touiours
Fisk University Starts Club Entertained
'General Honors' Program 
By Mrs. Benson
NASHVILLE — Fisk univer-
sity has instituted a General
Honors program for its ablest
students. A four-year, univer-
sity - wide program, its basic
objective is to give Fisk's best
students the best possible edu-
cational opportunities to work
o their intellectual potential.
Students of outstanding abil-
ity, achievement, and promises
are able to plan their entire
undergraduate careers in terms
of Honors offerings at Fisk.
Stlecial offerings for superior
students are nothing new at
Fisk. For more than 20 years,
departmental honors courses
have been given in various
major fields; and during the
past two years, special honors
;sections have been established
lin reouired courses. What is
new at Fisk is the systematic
effort to provide the top five
per cent to 10 per cent of the
student body with a four-year
program of consistent quality
and constant challenge that
combines a concentrated and
disciplined departmental maj-
or with a varied and enriched
overall liberal education.
Special honors sections of
required basic and introductory
courses are designed to provide
the superior student with high-
er degrees of competition and
challenge. Departmental hon-
ors courses and seminars are
offered to provide the superior
student with greater depth and
more scholarly eioerience in
his major field. Interdiscipli-
nary colloquia in the social sci-
ences, the humanities, the na-
tural sciences, and "Great Is-
sues" are given in a four-year
sequence to provide the Gen-
eral Honors student with wider
breadth and with enhanced
awareness of the interrelated-
ness of various subiect discip-
lines to each othet and to great
and grave contemporary issues.
Virtually all honors offerings
operate as small, informal
groups and encourage students
to read original sources, dis-
cuss their ideas, and write
napers. rather than to memor-
ize texts, listen to lectures, and
take mechanical examinations.
The purpose of this approach
to education is the develop-
ment of the student's ability
to think for himself and to de-
fend his own ideas in alert
The LaBelle Toujours club
met at the home, of its presi-
dent, Mrs. LeElenora Benson,
1926 Freemont ave., Friday
night, May 10.
Highlighting the meeting
was the awarding of the $25
Savines Bond and s toaster.
Mrs. James Sykes, 1551 Ragan
st., was awarded the bond. The
toaster went to Mathew Terry.
After the business session
snack was served. The club
members exoressed apprecia-
tion to their friends.
Proceeds from the club will
be donated to the club's favor-
ite charities in keeping with
the objective of the members.
competition.
The entire Fisk community is
expected to benefit from the
establishment .of the Gent:al
Honors program. The enthusi-
attic formation and exchange
of ideas which the program
promotes cannot Iselp but act
as a stimulus and a model for
all students and faculty mem-
bers alike. The energy, and the
atmosphere generated by such
a programmatic quest for qual-
ity and excellence doubtless
will raise even higher at Fisk
the status of learning and of
the young men and women
who pursue it.
The LeMoyne Club of Mem-
phis will ,conduct its final
monthly alumni meeting of the
1962-63 college year this Sun- '
day, May 26, at 7 p. m. in the
home of Mrs. Susie Hightower,
679 Alsto n•ave., it was an-
nounced by the club president,
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers.
The meeting was scheduled
if May 26 because baccalau-
reate services Will be held on
Sunday. June 2. the club's reg-
ular meeting date.
Hosts for Sunday's meeting
are T. R. McLemore, Charles
mvles and Miss „ohnella Wells.
Final plans for the alumni
reception honoring LeMoyne's
1963 graduates will be dis-
cussed. The reception will




Miss Lutesha Antoinette Wy-
att, the 1963 Bronze Queen,
was a special guest at the Ten-
nessee State A&I university's
prom last Saturday. She ar-
rived in Nashville Friday and
spent the day touring the city
vs part of the reward for win-
ning this year's title as "The
Bronze Queen."
She had breakfast with the
President of the college. and
luncheon with other college
officials.
Miss Wyatt, a senior at Ma-
nassas High school, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Wyatt, 1119 Louisville
ave.
Miss Grace Collins
Will Be Wed Here
Sunday, June 8
Of much interest in local
social circles is the engage-
ment and approaching mar;
riage of Miss Grace Y. Collins
to Milton L. Brandon, son of
Mrs. Fannie. V. Brandon of
Oakville, Tenn., and the late
Mr. William S. Brandon.
The announcement was
made this week by the bride-
elect's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry A. Collins, Sr., of 979
Clack pl. •
The wedding will be quietly
sOlmenized in a home ceremo-
ny on Sunday, June 9, in the
presence of members of the
two families. The newlyweds
will later greet their many
friends during a reception in
Love Hall of Second Congre-
gational church. It will take
place immediately after the
ceremony.
A CO-EDUCATIONAL COLLEGE
WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON











1963 Summer School Sessions: JUNE 10 - JULY 
12
JULY 15 - AUG. 17
Established 1876
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA
A SENIOR LIBERAL ARTS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN






















































































































































Special to the Defender
NEW YORK — To refer
to 45 - year - old, solemn-
seeming Jacob Lawrence
as a Negro painter is in
some respects, unfortunate-
ly, akin to referring to Ralph
Bunche as a Negro statesman
or Marion Anderson as a Ne-
gro contralto or Willie Mays
as a Negro baseball star.
*Portrait Of A Negro Painter
BY MORT COOPER leaned a formidably angry man
and an intensely compassion-
ate man. Which is the more
accurate description?
"As Jake Lawrence the paint-
er or as Jake Lawrence the
man?" he smiled. "In both roles
I have the same convictions,
but painting is not a verbal
art; there, I have to make a
statement that's physically dif-
ferent from the statement I'd
make verbally.
EMOTIONAL REACTION
"I deal in the Negro content.
Most of us Negro artists react/
to our positions and conditions
as other Negroes do: emotional-
ly. It has nothing to do with
art. My job is to strive for
the proper transitien from the
emotional to the intellectual.
And ill want tb grow, as both
a man and a painter, I have
to develop compassion so I
won't be one-sided in what I
wish to get across. Compassion
has to be part of anger if •
truly powerful statement is to
be made."
Lawrence was born in At-
lantic City, N. J., in 1917.
"When I was two," he recalled,
"we moved to Easton, Pa., and
then in 1924 to Philadelphia.
That same year my father, who
was a cook on a Pullman train,
disappeared, and I never saw
him again.
"My mother and I moved
here to New York. She was
concerned about keeping me
cident or experience that grip-1 off the streets while she was
ped him and the emotion itlat work' so she arranged for
line to go to the Utopia Chitgenerated. The singleness and
forcefulness of this purpose
comes. through to give his
paintings their peculiar intens-
ity."
Recently we visited Mr. Law-
rence at the Dintenfass Gallery
in New York, where an exhibit
of his exciting work was com-
ing to a close after a vigorous-
ly successful week. His solemn
countenance might fool you:
he is a lively, friendly man,
utterly devoid of pomposity or
pretense.
'PROTEST PAINTER'
"Yes, it would be valid to
call me a social protest 'paint-
er," he conceded over coffee,
"but I don't feel I protest only,
or purely, because I'm a Ne-
gro. I use the Negro symbol
because of my personal ex-
dia erience — naturally, I couldn't
wiise the Indian or Chinese or
European symbol because these
people aren't mine — but I
like to think I go beyond the
regional and deal with human-
ity. I expect to continue with
the Negro symbol, because it's
the one I know best, but I
hope I transcend the strictly
parochial. Whether I do or not
depends on how good an artist
I am."
Lawrence obvious knows,
and feels deeply about, the
dilemma of skin color as the
device by which nearly 20 mil-
lion American citizens are bar-
red from enjoying complete
civil rights and opportunities.
His canvas blasts at segrega-
tion, mealy-mouthed token in-
tegration, and "tolerance" are
vivid and unequivocating. Yet
he is a man who contains these
Ageelings personally, breathing
Tr.fe into them on the canvas
only after he himself under-
stands how they may best be
expressed.
He agreed that he has been
The argument can under-
standably go: Okay, so they're
Negroes, so what? Whoever
identifies Deli or Adlai Stev-
enson or Dinah Shore or Yogi
WBerra by their color? Why
can't you simply call Jacob
Lawrence a painter, period?
The answer is that Lawrence
centers most of his artistic at-
tention on Negroes, on the
day-by-day frustrations and
humiliations they are forced
to undergo and on the wicked-
ness of race prejudice itself.
He also happens to be one
of the foremost painters of our
time, acclaimed by critics as a
master of form, the embodi-
ment of maturity of spirit.
With lean, stark force, employ-
ing no more lines than neces-
sary, he shows us the naked
faces of brutality on the side
of the oppressors and dignity
on the side of the oppressed.
Critic Aline B. Saarineri has
written, "Everything in Law-
elleence's style is consciously di-
""7-ected at making 'real' the in-
NAKED FACES OF BRUTALITY
Titled "Four Students" this 1961 work of famed Painter
Jacob Lawrence is designed to show the wickedness of
Pace prejudice. A. social protest painter. Lawrence, 45,
says that although he uses the Negro symbol, he deals
with humanity, and feels that the later is necessary to
produce a good artist.
"Now, St. Augustine is com-
paratively a small town and,
perhaps because there was so
little to do at night, some of
the fellows would get into
work gang in 1937 where, he fights as soon as they were
said, "I learned the feel of lots off base. We were stationed in
of things — of a shovel, of a hotel and, before we'd leave
how it feels to throw dirt up quarters, officers would come
above your shoulder. In 1938, in to search our quarters be-
I was awarded an American fore we'd leave. We were
Artists scholarship, which help- steward's mates, and segregat-
ed me get back to painting. ed, but it didn't occur to me
WPA EDUCATION that these officers weren't
"But, as I say, my real eduea. searching the white men's
tion was the WPA Federal Arts quarters, too.
Project. I met people like Wil- BALD DISCRIMINATION
ham Saroyan, just on the edge "We found out they were
of fame. They all used to talk searching for knives. I asked
about what was going on in why. An officer told me, "Wen,
the world. All the artists used we've got to do this because of
to go down to project head- you people." Now, this kind of
quarters on King Street in thing could happen anywhere,
Manhattan to sign in. We'd in civilian life, too, but it wasin water colors, which is a meet each other, and talk and the tension of the situation,faster medium than oils. When talk and talk." within this segregation, thatI went to the settlement house
His first one-man show was "—I was given poster paints,
in 1940 when he was onwhich is a water medium. I'd
a Rosenwald Fund Fellowship.always been more interested
His second was in 1941, but hein content :than in experimen-
wasn't on hand: he was ontation of what various media his honeymoon. "The date forwould or wouldn't do, so I that second show," he explain-stuck with water. At 15 I was 
ed, "was a date that's possiblystudying art with the painter
familiar to you: December 7,Charles Alston at the Harlem
Workshop.
"Trying to learn painting
during the depression wasn't
the easiest thing to do, but
the WPA was of tremendous
help. I served for about 18
months on the Federal Art
Project as an easel painter.
This contact with more ex-
perienced and mature artists
was of incalculable help to Me been in the South, but it was
in my development as a paint- the first time under conditions
er. It was my education, over which I had no control.
"I'm greatly in favor of I took my boot training in
subsidized art," he added and Maryland, and then I was sent
praised President and Mrs. to St. Augustine, Florida,
Kennedy for carrying art's where I came up against all
banner. "The United States types.
dren's House after school every
day. I was 13 then and terribly
interested in the theatre, al-
though it was a long time be-
fore I got to see a professional
show: that was vaudeville at
the old Apollo, by the way.
"But there was a lot of thea-
tre equipment at Utopia. I got
absorbed in working on stage
sets and in making masks. Pic-
tures of Persian rugs and
Moorish tiles fascinated me and
I started to cover sheets of
paper with crayohed webs of
small, complicated, geometric
repeat-patterns. I was fascinat-
ed by patterns from the out-
set.
WORKS IN WATER COLORS
"If I seem to be more prolific
than some other artists today,
that's probably because I work
position now as a world in-
fluence in art is a direct result
of government subsidy during
the 1930's and early 1940's.
Jacob Lawrence joined a CCC
1941." Lawrence entered the
Coast Guard in 1943. Until his
discharge in 1945, he served in
Italy, Egypt, and India.
Mountain College, 1501111 Caro-
lina. During 1947 and 1948 he
traveled through the South,
painting 10 works for For-
tune Magazine, and he illu-
strated Langston Hughes' book,
"One Way Ticket."
He found himself approach-
ing a nervous breakdown in
1949, and voluntarily entered
Hillside Hospital. In his year
there he painted 11 pictures
(to be exhibited a decade later)
which have been called bril-
liant in scope and incisiveness
for their flawless depiction of
life in a hospital for the
emotionally and mentally dis-
turbed,
brought the bald fact of dis- would become an interruption
crimination into focus for me."
Upon his discharge, Law-
rence was granted a Guggen-
heim Foundation Fellowship
and later taught at Black! "What I do isn't the same as
a 9 to 5 job, of course, because;
I'm able to select for myself'
how I will organize my day.
But I do stay with a schedule.
This business of painters
lumping up in the middle of
the night and rushing to the
easel in a fit of creativity
makes good copy and looks
imposing in the movies, but
it's not true. Maybe you can
do that sort of thing when
you're a youngster, but not as1
you go on.
"I teach advanced drawing
two days a week -- six hours
in all — at Pratt University,
and it's stimulating.
STIMULATING STUDENTSWould he talk about his year "The school is near my homeat Hillside, as it related to his in Brooklyn, within walkinggrowth as an artist? distance, so it doesn't take much
BRIGHT KID
"On a conscious level it
worked positively," he replied,
"because it sharpened my sens-
itivities and perceptions. But
rather I'd had those before,
because I'd been a painter be-
fore. If I go back to my work
prior to my hospitalization, I
can see that I was saying the
same things then that I'm say-
ing now about man's relation
and responsibility to man. Un-
questionably, though, the peo-
ple I met in the hospital and
the doctors with whom I came
in contact helped what per-
ceptions I have to a great de-
gree."
MAMMOTH STRIDES
Since 1950, Jacob Lawrence's
career has taken mammoth
strides forward, but he con-
tinues to work daily as though
he hasn't heard he is famous.
"A painter works on a sche-
dule, just as does everyone
else," he confirmed. "Maybe
we don't look as if we work,
possibly because some of us
prefer to work at night, but
our work habits are pret-
ty well set. The main thing a
painter must require of him-
self is rhythm, a strong sense
of discipline.
"I work every day. And any-
thing that interrupts this rhy-
thm completely throws me off.
I teach a couple of days a week, 
but that's not an interruption;
that's part of my work; it
Cartoons Lampoon
Birmingham Racists
pressed their views of ra-
cial strife in Alabama in
three editorials and eight
In the U.S. Coast Guard he editorial cartoons. 
El Universal — White men
also came smack up against El Diario de Mexico sug-
with clubs, ropes and bear-
prejudice. "My experiences ingested that Soviet Premier 
traps chasing Negroes while
the Coast Guard were reveal- Khrushchev "grant honorable 
Abraham Lincoln looks on,
ing," admitted this Northerner.
Caption: 'What would Lincolnmention to Alabama racists ,




Equality," captioned "The Dog
is the Best Friend . . of the
Dog." Another showing two
African cannibals, reading
about Alabama strife, bore
the caption: "What Barbarians!
And They Don't Even Eat
Them."
ABC: A white man throwing
a ball at a Negro head stuck
through an opening, caption-
ed "White Men's Pastimes."
El Dias—Policeman with gas
a white chef cooking a Negro mask and club pushing over
l in a big pot. Negro who shouts, "Long LiveNovedades — A white dog Freedom."
Girl's Password To Success:
Ability To Drive Straight Nail
By ALICE A. DUNNIGAN
COLLEGE PARK, Md.—
The ability to drive a
straight nail could be a
girl's password to success,
or so thinks Miss Joan
Foster, a research mechanic in
the department of psychology
at the University of Mary-
land.
Miss Foster came to this po-
melon in December 1981 to
.111,:ork on a project contracted
by the National Aeronautics
Space Administration. Her
work at that time dealt chiefly
with the behavior study of
pigeons and monkeys.
Monkeys were being trained
ifti. this department for space
travel. Studies were made to
determine their ability to ma-




ed to see how a monkey or
chimpanzee responded under
stress and how well they could
survive in a long range space
vehicle. Enos, the first chim-
panzee to be sent up in a
space vehicle, was trained, in
this laboratory.
Miss Foster has experiment-
ed on rats and pigeons to test
their reaction to an electric
stimulator of the brain. She
&expects to make similar tests
'IF with monkeys and possibly
dogs. This project is being
conducted under contract with
the Army.
A native of Houston. Texas
'Miss Foster was trained as an
'experimental psychologist. Aft-
er completing her high school
work in Chicago, she became
a scholarship student at How-
ard University for one year,
where she planned to major
in mathematics.
GRANTED FELLOWSHIP
She returned to Texas the
following year and enrolled
in Texas Southern University
at Houston, changing her ma-
jor to psychology.
Upon graduation she ac-
cepted a position in the public
school system in Lincoln, Neb.
From there she was granted
a National Defense Education
Art Fellowship to do graduate
work in counseling psychology
at the University of Nebraska.
After two years in Lincoln
she went to Washington in
September 1961 and accepted
a job with an employment
agency. While working there
she learned of a job opening
at the University of Maryland
for an experimental psycholo-
gist.
Because of her background
and training in the field of
counseling psychology s h e
applied for and was accepted
for the position.
DRIVE STRAIGHT NAIL
This appointment came in
December 1961, a few months
after President Kennedy had
issued Executive Order 10925
creating the President's Corn-
mittee on Equal Employment
Opportunity to insure equal
employment opportunity for
all persons without regard to
race, creed or national origin
in the Federal government
and in government contract
work under the direction of
Vice President Lyndon B.
Johnson as chairman.
In reply to the question on
what qualifications Miss Fos-
ter possessed besides her
training in counseling psychol-,
ogy that specifically fitted her
for this job, she said:
"I did not have a tremen-
dous amount of electronic
training, but I had been
trained in shop and I could
drive a straight nail."
Being interested in mechan-
ical things, she recalled that
as a little girl she enjoyed
looking over her brother's
shoulder when he was fixing
hia bike. Because of her me-
chanical inclination she could
see things in special relation-
ship to other things.
For ipstance, she could look
at the "works" in a watch and
decide what wheel :made the
other wheel move.
"In other words I was al-
ways determined to find out
what made .a thing tick."
Besides her psychological
training and native mechani-
cal interest, Miss Foster has ,
the • verbal ability to express
herself intelligently and flu-
ently.
MEXICO CITY — (UPI) and a black cat singing to-
-Newspapers here ex- gether, captioned "Let's Quit
Living Like Cats and Dogs
and Give the World an Ex-
ample of Racial Coexistence."
An editorial in El Universal
said the "Ku Klux Klan has
returned," and in Novedades,
a columnist said a solution is
difficult because "98 per cent
of the southern states white
residents are furious (furibun-
dos) segregationists."
Cartoons appeared as fol-
lows:
Excelsior—A policeman and
a charging dog, captioned
"The Dog Is the White Man's
Best Friend." Another showed
RESEARCH SCIENTIST
Joan Foster, research scientist working on federal govern-
ment contract work at the University of Maryland, tests the
reaction of pigeons to an electric stimulator of the brain.
En., the first chimpanzee to he sent up in a space vehicle,
was trained in this laboratory
only if I reached the point
where I was doing more teach-
ing than painting, and I won't
let that happen.
of my time. I can it stimulating
because of the caliber of stu-
dents there, The problem of
mediocre to middling students
is not a problem in any way
at Pratt, because Pratt attracts
real talent, kids who've had,
usually, four years of art in
high school. These are bright
kids who make you think
about and do things you might
not 'Mink about and do on
your own because you've al-
ways got to keep ahead of
them!"
What does Jacob Lawrence
do, away from school?
"I try," he said, "to observe
to my fullest capacity the life
and people about me — the
pain and misery of those in a
free hospital clinic; the drama
backstage during a perform-
ance; the eagerness and atten-
tion of children hearing a
librarian read a story; the
teeming main section of a Ne-
gro ghetto.
"I try to paint my observa-
tions, not discuss them, not
verbally analyze them. I'd pre-
fer to leave the analyses to the
critics."
The critics have delivered
their analyses. They use the
word 'great' when they des-
cribe Jacob Lawrence.
CHRONICLES AFRICAN TRAVELS
Elton C. FM author of "West Africa Vignettes" shows
some of the St Illustrations he prepared for his book,
based on his African travels in 1939. The volume which
was praised by G. Mennen "Soapy" Williams, Assistant




NEW YORK — A new
edition of "West Africa
Vignettes" by New York
illustrator and lecturer,
Elton C. Fax, has been pub-
ished by The American Society
of African Culture.
Based on Fax's trip to West
Africa in 1959, this book of
42 sketches with comments by
the author depicts the people
of West Africa — the states-
man, the scholar, the worker,
the merchant — with the sensi-
tivity of a fine artist and keen
observer.
The "honesty, good taste, and
directness of aim" of the artist,
says James A. Porter, head of
the Art Department of How-
ard University, makes this
book of sketches "a well-select-
ed catalog of types intended to
portray the African in the most
natural way."
SECOND EDITION
Originally published in 1960,
"West Africa Vignettes" has
been reissued in an enlarged,
hard covered edition with book program.
commentary in French as well
as English to satisfy the many
requests for it both in Africa
and the United States.
Upon seeing the first edition,
G. Mennen Williams, assistant
secretary of State for African
Affairs, wrote to Fax: "I have
included 'West Africa Vig-
nettes' in my library and loot,,
forward to having it on hand
to glance through from time
to time. Allow me to compli-
ment you on your lively sense
of observation as well as your
artistry in the sketches and
comments."
Fax, a native of Baltimore,
Md., in addition to being the
author of West Africa Vig-
nettes, has designed and illu-
strated twenty-seven books.
A graduate of Syracuse Uni-
versity with a Bachelor of Fine
Arts Degree in painting, he
was a chalk-talk artist for The
New York Times Children's
frica s Mystery, Intrigue From
BC To '63 Told In New Book
)3y ERNESTINE COFIELD
Thorugh the ages Africa
has remained a land of
mystery a n d intrigue.
Even today parts of Africa.
have remained unexplored.
In his book, "Africa, Her
History. Lands and Peoples
Told With Pictures," John A.
Williams relates the history ot
this once unknown continent
;Aim aocient times to the pre-
sent.
Using almost as many pic-
tures, many of them rare, as
words, Williams tells of the
Zinianthropus. who is believed
to be the oldest pre-historic
man and of the various civiliza-
tions that flourished from that
time.
"Africa was the seat of much
culture and education; there
were universities, medical
schools and law schools." The
book points out. "One of the
greatest centers was Timbuktu
(Timbuctoo)."
Of crime in Africa, Williams
emoted Ibn Bettuta (1304-1369)
as saying "The Negroes are
seldom unjust and have a
greater abhorrence of injustice
than any other people. Their
sultaon (referring to Mali)
•hows no mercy to anyone who
is guilty of the least act of it.
There is complete security in
their country. Neither traveler
"or inhabitant in it has an"
fear from robbers or men of
violence."
As early as 600 AD., the au-
thor said, the Chinese were
plying the waters between their
country and African five decks
and six mast four to seven
masts ships.
"It was not until the fifteenth
century that Fileoneees learr,d
the art of sailing three-mast-
era "
The eethor &Aimed "The re-
ports of such men as Battata,
the whlsners nimeea pea tales
about Africa that sifted through
to Ettrone. awakened an inter-
est in that continent. There
was concrete evidence — old,
jewelry and spices — which
ahowed that Africa was rich ..."
OPEN DOOR
It took the Portugese to open
the door to Africa. Under
Prince Lf.nry "The Navigator"
Portugal planned to secure all
ef Art-i-a -Pit its riches tts ex-
plorers patiently extended their
voysn-s an' elPimn4 all the
places they discovered.
"T,-,cy found void. ivory. sol-
es and another commodity for
-hi& 'he demand began to
rise — slaves.
"This trade in human beings
became the most lucrative of
JOHN A. WILLIAMS
all Africa's riches; before the
advent of the Portuguese, the
slave trade had been compara-
tively small and confined to the
areas of Northern Africa. By
the mid-sixteenth century, Por-
tugal's monopoly of Africa's
wealth — human and mineral
— was being seriousl- chal-
lenged by the English, Danish,
Sw dish rind Dutch."
In vivid detail Williams de-
na as a free nation in 1957,
other countries have gained
their independence.
While the West asks whe-
ther Africa will become a ern-
tinent of little nations, Wil-
liams points out that:
"Africa and her newly-inde-
oendem states 'ow only
to this particular time. Her
leaders a, men 'or f' of both
Africa and the West and their
oer,oee ives are if -5' . The
roots of the great inland em-
Mrec of Homo. Songhai, Mali
and Ghana were coming to vine
et the time Christ was born;
the incredibly mysterious East
African civiliz?fions had al-
ready flourished and waned,
leaving few clues behind,
"More than a hundred years
before Kin. John wes broueht
to bae at Runnymede to sign
'he Mena Charts. p'-Bakri
(1040-1094) observed in an
Acriean kingeom. *,-iat the king
himself 'gave audience to his
neople to listen to thplr com-
plaints and set them to rights.'"
IN MODERN WORLD
Observe-1 W;llioms "There
can be little doubt, however,
scribes the slave trade in the 'eat efr'ca is in the modern
American colonies. He tells of world."
the mpior slave revolts in the peeomp-nind by nicturns.
United States and South Amer- Williams describes the facial
Ca, features and chaPactpris.ins of
LIVINGSTON'S ROLE the various peoples of Africa.
"The mPn who unwi"rPtliv Hc. etirlinec customs.
did more than anyone else to Of their creative works, the
bring on the rush of European
powers to grab colonies for




In the closing section of the
book. Will;sois aives a thumb-
nail sketch of the nations, in-
'leeen^leet e" colonins. Be-
sides giving the capital, size
atvi norrilasinn cm,
try, he includes something a-
hem' it and names its head of
state.
Ita the front and back he
gives chronology highlights of
Africa from 1,750.000 B.C. with
the Zinjanthropus man to,the
emergence of Uganda as a free
county in 1962.
Williams is the former di-
rector of Information for the
4m-rlcqn committee on Afri-
ca and has been associated with
rnri;r1 whnla
!rams were broadcast to West
A prolific writer, one of his
honks. "Njoh. See"" e-on for
both sides. But at the end of him a grant from the National
We-Id War TI the cry of
"Uhuru" (freedom) grew
sireceer ond stronger.
With the emergence of Gha-
Puthor relates. "In the absence
of written language below the
Sahara, tha art of the people
in these regions has had to be
the great voice. This art is
He explored Africa extensive- almost always confined to
v and published his findings
on his return trips to England.
T'hese 1,-v-iks created new inter-
est in Africa.
"rye, es . . the of
explorers snaked through Afri-
ca's .r,verar.d her riv-
ers and scaled her lofty moun-
tains' cycn as w,nie soldiecc
guarded commercial routes and
connuered one nroud African
tribe after another, African
warriors girded to fight the
white trespassers.
"The most resolute warriors
of South East Africa were the
Zulu."
But eventually the guns won
out over the snesrs of the Afri-
cans. Soon the European na-
:e., ee-ee to evere-
hing they could on the onte
During World Wars I and IL
,e+ive A toneht op
frwit,Ito of Arts and Letters
and is being adapted for the
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SATU '
providing high quality educa-
tion for students from 22 states
and seven foreign countries.
The college serves, mainly,
young people holding member-
ship in the churches, regard-
Philander Smith College Prepares For Future
Philander Smith college is is increasing, and medical technology, as well sire contributing significapily
The college places emphasis to the personal grcwth of theupon academic excellence, and students.
provides study so interrelated VILLAGE SQUAREthat the college graduate not The college is in process ofonly has a basic core of inf or- acquiring six additional citymation that is helpful for pro- blocks adjacent to its campusductive citizenship but the stu- With this acquisition the cam
as business leaders, and good
home-makers.
As a part of the expansion
and modernization program
the college is engaged in a
$3 600 000 capital Funds Cam-less of denominetional affili- paign, of which $1,600,000 is toation, on an equal and Chris- dent may also prepare himself provide added facilities and
tian basis. Students presently for post-graduate study or for $2,000,000 to enlarge the col-
enrolled represent 19 church entering professional training lege's endowment.denominations, without the handicap of defici- In 1858 Philander Smith
Because of the qua lit y of encies in prerequisites. College purchased two and
work and unique location Phi- GROWTH OF STUDENTS one-half city blocks adjacent to
lender Smith has a challenging One of the most outstanding its campus. On this new landresponsibility. It is the only contributions Philander Smith a men's dormitory, a women's
fully-accredited church-related is making is in the area of Pro- dormitory, a student union, and
degree-conferring college serv- viding training and leadership cafeteria were completed and
lag predominantly Negro stu- in the teaching profession, the placed in use September, 1959,dents north of Texas and west ministry, and social work, how- and a Library-Fine Arts Cen-
of the Mississippi river. The ever, alumni are well repre- ter was completed and placed
need and the demand for edu- sented in the professions of in use January, 1982. These new
cation in a Christian college medicine, law, dentistry, nurses..buildings and added facilities
pus will comprise approximate
ly 28 acres, which will be ade-
quate for all present plans for
future modernization. Plans for
modernization and expansion
of facilities include a new lec-
ture hall. a new music building
additional dormitories, and a
new gymnasium with a swim-
ming pool and other facilities
for expansion of entrammural
sports.
Another significant way in
which Philander Smith College
is providing for the future is
PRELAADIS3 gMln CC/n[16g
(Expanding and Modernizing for the Future)
10TIM GICXU, AGIMAh6A6
DR. ROOSEVELT D. CROCKETT, President
CO-EDUCATIONAL CHURCH RELATED









M. LAFAYETTE HARRIS LIBRARY-FINE ARTS CENTER
Dedicated 1962
STUDENT AIDS
Methodist Student Loan Program; Notion-
al Defens• Loon; United Student Aid
Fund: Scholarships and Work-Aid.
MEN'S DORMITORY-WOMEN'S DORMITORY-STUDENT UNION
Dedicated 1959
ACCREDITED BY
North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools. University
Senate of The Methodist Church.
UNDER AUSPICES OF
General tioard of Education of The
Methodist Church.
DEGREES OFFERED





Secretarial Vocation, Graduate Study,
PRE-PROFESSIONAL
STUDY FOR
Medicine, Ministry, Dentistry, Engineer- •
ing, Law, Medical Technology, Nursing,
Pharmacy, and Social Work.
SUMMER-SESSION (2 terms) FALL TERM BEGINS
June 1, 1963— August 10, 1963 Sept•mber 9, 1963
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:
Director of Admissions
Philander Smith College Little Rock, Arkansas
through Village Squaze,
a non-profit corporation organ-
ized by the college and through
which the college is construct-
ing a $3 mil/ion housing proj-
ect on a three block area in thr
center of Little Rock,. This
project is only one block from
the college campus. Construc-
tion is m xpected to be com-
pleted March, 1964.
Village Square, Inc. will fea-
ture a shopping center build-
ing. and five, three-story con-
crete fire-proof buildings to in-
clude 240 apartment units with
central air conditioning and
central heating. The size of the
apartments will vary from one
to two bedrooms with associat-
ed dining-room, kitchen and
Welt
LIMITED EMPLOYMENT
This project is perhaps the
first of its kind in the nation,
in which a college and the Ur-
ban Renewal Agency have
teamed-uo to modernize living
conditions in the heart of a
large city. In this development,
adequate apartment units will
be reserved for both faculty
persons And married students.
Start Summer
Camp At Fuller
Summer camp for local Boy
Scouts is scheduled to open
June 2:1 at Camp Fuller, an-
nounced a Scout executive. The
two one-week camping periods
will end July 6. The first camp-
ing period will be June 21-29.
The second period will be June
30-Julv 6.
A Scout executive said "this
willt\not be just another camo
where boys go to keep out of
troloble. but it will be a &ace
where boys go to work on those
things which will provide them
,with the know-how in making
Itheir troop a stronger one. It
will offer a concentrated pro-
gram in scout-craft, 
swimming, nature study, hand craft
and an ormortunitv to develop
their natural abilities.
Each tr000 that sends a
mimumum of five bests, en-
titles the scout master tq 'at-
tend free of charges. Camp.fee




B. T. Washington High School
Musing: All true develop-
ment tends ever to God. Its
ob)ectiye aim is the rtistora
lion by the second Adam of
the Divine image forfeited
by the first: and, incidentally.
it transmutes grief into glad-
ness and sighs into songs.
But it is always a dev•lop-
anent in Christ, since it la
only "in the unify of the
faith and the knowledge of
the Son of God" that any of
Pop Looks Real
C-0-0-L
in his • MIWKOOL
Here it is men. Baxter.% fam-
ous yarn dyed blond of
65% Dupont Dacron Poly-
ester-35% Raynn—a U -
perbly woven by Milli-
ken and tailored by
RAXTER to keen 'cou




and feels better! Can
hold a crease practic-
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our race can come "untli.•
perfect Msn." J. M. HoIntsia,
Dear Mrs. Watson:
We are moving, if by inches
in Memphis. I am thinking' of
those teenagers in Ricrrilpg-
ham. It would be nice if we gll
knew just what teenagers:eel,
and cannot do, without concilig
into conflict with the law:siCit
course we know of the serious
crimes, But I have heard',
many versions of what shsgai,..
have been done, and *at
should have not have gn
done, that I am almost n




There are plenty activities
that a youngster can partici-
pate in and stay on the right
side of the law. You are right
when you say he may do some-
thing, and. you ere not aware
that he is stepping outside of
the law. For instance, did you
,know s it is against the law to
.carry an air gun. air pistol BR
gun, and the like if it is cap-
able of disrtiarging a meth
bullet or pellet? Did you know
it Is considered a misdemeanor
for anyone to sell or give
away to a minor an old•faslo
ioned slingshot?
The Youth Guidance Core_
mission of Memphis and Shel-
by county has distributer' a
booklet called "Youth and
Vou." It wrsild be a fine thin,,
if you and other interested
mothers would nick up some





Plan:: for a benefit fashion
show were made when mem-
bers of the Alpha Beta chaptei
of Alpha Pi Chi sorority MetGatistthoef h3o8m5 es.ofpaMr  s. a Ly u cella isteREGISTRATION 
for an elaborate breakfast. s
The fashion show will Jiaiik
presented June 23 on the canrill.
pus of Owen college. Its them
will be "Fashions on the Gol
Strip Garden Show." ,
Co-snonsoring the presents,
tion with the sorority will b.
the Advisory Case Committee
of the Children's Bureau. s
'Proceeds from the sale ot
tickets will go to the Scholar'
shin Fund and to a heart pat
tient. i
Mrs. Thelma Davidson hat
been named general chairmanH
is co-chairman;
the(o- event.chai   Mnr;s. mSerlsm mggaSamil. a
ticket thsirmarm;
Mrs. Susie Hightower, cos
chairman: Mrs. Jessie Bell,
models chairman; and Mrs.
Margaret S. Clay, co-chairman
of models.
Mrs. Minnie Lee Allen will
direct the show, and Mrs. Mari
tha Jean Steinberg .will be the
narrator.
Mrs. Gist is publicity chair*
man, and Mrs. Linnie Johnson;
co-chairman of ttie Alpha Betel
chapter. .
One of the highlights of thri
show will be a bathing beauty
contest with the winner being
















Fiks Lodge Head To
Awarded Degree
The honorary degree of doe:
or of laws will be conferred ori
Hobson R. Reynolds, grand
Sarah Brown Branch exalted ruler of the improved
Y.W.C.A. 
benevolent, protective order o
Elks of the world at the sprin
8:00 p.m.. commencement exercises of All
 len University, Columbia, S.C;
i
:
Coagratulations To The Graduating Seniors
Of The
MY AND COUNTY SCHOOLS
from the
eg.611,93eint6spaq













































































































Duting lb- recent Bieakfast for Milady. the sorority pre'
sented scholarships to students at three colleges — Mem-
phis State university, LeMoyne and Owen colleges. From
left are Mrs. Katheryn Thornton, Delta Sigma Theta
soroi ty, nresenting checks In Dr. Charles L. Dinkins of
Owen college, center. and Robert Ratcliffe. director of
Public Relation, and Alumni Affairs. LeMoyne college.
I nark Stansbury Photo)
To Local High School Students
LeMoyne Awards 26 Scholarships
LeMo-ne college this week
.warded scholarships to 26 out-
standing high school seniors in
the Memphis area. Ten of the
awards se full four-year tui-
tion scholarships, it was an-
noureed by the student person-
nel director, John C. Mickle,
Dr. Floyd L. B.ss, dean of
the college, said the number
of four-year scholar:inns was
increased this year from eight
to 10. revealed that Le-
Moyne's committee on scholar-
ships voted the additional
awards because of the increas-
ing number of excellent stu-
dents that are being graduated
by high schools in this section.
Four alternates to four-year
scholarship winners also were
voted by the committee. Any
alternate accepting a scholar-
ship will receive free tuition
during the freshman year.
Twelve others were voted
'460 scholarships for the fresh-
man year.
14-YEAR GRANTS
Granted full - tuition four-




935 Leath, Manassas High.
Betty J J
1597 Menser•-at Carver High.
Geraldine Logan.
161, South Third Carver.
Phoebe Weaver,
1380 Wi/son. tisrn,lton High.
Claudia Walton,
543 N. Fourth, Manassas High
Robert Cooper,
2127 Low 11 Melrose High.
erc Moore.
417 LaClede, B. T. Washington,
Carole Jones,
1381 S. Willett. Hamilton High.
Beverly Parker.
251 W. Waldorf, Carver High.
Alternates are:
Arbie Griffin,
246 Lucerne, B. T. Washington.
Nathaniel Guinn.
3031 Calvert, Douglass High.
Bernice Johnson,
908 N. Third. Manassas.
244-E Pauline Circle East.
$25fl AWARDS
High school seniors awarded
S250 scholarships by LeMoyne
arPe;:pe-se,i Bail -y.
956 Red Bow, Manassas High.
Vise, Bowcn
827 S. Parkway East, Hamilton.
Maxine Curry,




2026 Rile. Carver High.
Joseph Jackson.
376 Peebles rd., Mitchell High.
Dorothy Johnson.
2304 Hunter. Douglass High.
Patricia Payne,





A large group of City and
County high school students
are expected to attend the
Memphis area Science Fair
Awards banquet which is set
for Friday, May 24 at 7 p.m. at
Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany's cafeteria.
More than 200 student win-
ners, parents, high school fac-
ulty members and other guests
have been invited to the din-
ner at which time winners in
1 the Science Fair will receive
awards.
Featured speaker is expect-
ed to .be Rev. Fred -Lofton.
dean of students at *Owen
college.
,472 King rd.. Mitchell High.
Shirley Purnell,
1860 Keel, Ma  High.
Dorothy Thompson,
11312 Lincoln, Hamilton High.
1 Peggy Wallet.




A Modern University With A Heritage
AM.
Accredited By:
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
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university in January, 1908 enters upon her second century of service. It is basic to
emphasize that even as . this highly significant date approaches, the Univtersity contiWnes to
stress excellence in the quality of her educational program. While preserving and deepening
the traditions long associated with the name of Fisk, the University has shaped her program to
meet the demands of the present and the future. Fisk students are led to the acquisition of
knowledge, the social sensitivity,, and dedication demanded of those who would excel in to-
day's world. At Fisk all resources of the University are blended to help the student effect
translation of knowledge into wisdow.
A—















MAP PLANS FOR '33 CLASS-Planning a Reunion Program for the
LeMoyne Class of 1933 are, left to right: Mrs. Ruth Hilliard McDavid,Benjamin Lewis, Mrs. Same len W. Wilson, Chairman; Nation) Luster,president of the LeMoyne Out) in ,cIeveland, Ohio, and Mrs. LydiaYarbrough McKinney.
1923 CLASS READY FOR REUNION—E. Frank LoMoundue, Sr., right,is chairman of the committee plan ring for the reunion of LeMoynels
1923 class. Left to right: Booker T. Banks, Mrs. Alice White Davis, Ars.
Lucille Simon Thompson, Mrs. Minnie L. Becton, Mrs. Velma Smith
Beauchamp, Mrs. Ruth Chi/dress Kelley and Mr. LaMoundue.
SATURDAY, JUNE 1 CALENDAR
8.45 — I I a.m., REGISTRATION, Brownlee Lobby
q00-10:45 a.m., COFFEE HOUR, Alumni Room, Library.
and TOUR of LIBRARY
11:00 a.m., BUSINESS SESSION, Lecture Hall, Brownlee.
12:30 p.m., PRESIDENT'S LUNCHEON, the Commons (Ad
dress by President Hollis F Price: "The State
of the College in 1963").
QUESTION and ANSWER PERIOD.
8:00 p.m, REUNION PROGRAM, Bruce Hall, Parade of the
3's . . . Presentation of Outstanding Alumni
... and Talks by State Representative James
P. Davis, '43 of Kansas City, Kans., and re-
fired Prof. Rufus J. Hawkins, a Former Dean
of LeMoyne,
•
10:30 p.m., SOCIAL AFFAIR (off campus).
LONNIE F. BRISCOE, National President
Mn. Cherie P. Roland, Reunion Chairmen.
REUNION
RECEPTIONS









'53 GRADUATES MAP REUNION PLANS—Planning
Reunion activity for LeMoyn•'s 7953 senior cfass ore,
left to right: Mrs. Lillian Walton Barnett, chairman of
the class; Wallace Wilburn, Jr., president of the class,,
and Mrs. Earline Murphy Somerville, secretary for the











r BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
II•I•In••mana•s
uies•as•-s•
With the days of May mer-- uate of the college. He was
rily wending their way into recently appointed a special
eternity, seniors about town attorney by Mayor Paul F.
in our high schools and col- Michum. He is the brother of
leges are braced for those last Miss Almazine Davis.
hectic days of comprehensive Prof. Hawkins, now retired,
exams, and the time appoint- is a former dean of LeMoyne.
ed for diplomes and sheep-
skin, for which they've toiled
'ere these many years.
With graduations and com-
mencements come the proms,
parties and farewell partings
— all the prelude to the be-
ginning of a new phase of life.
LEMOYNE COLLEGE
Approximately 90 LeMoyne
College seniors will be grad-
uated with coveted bachelor
degrees on June 3, when
WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR. of
New York City, executive di-
rector of the National Urban
League will be the commence-
ment speaker.
The baccelaureate sermon
on June 2 will be delivered by
DR. JOSEPH FERGUSON
KING, librarian of the Chi-
cago Theological Seminary.
Both events will be held on
the campus in front of Brown-
lee Hall, starting at 5:30 p.m.
Music for baccalaureate and
commencement will be furn-
ished by the LeMoyne Choir,
under direction of John Whit-
taker. Graduates will, be in-
ducted into the *Mmni Asso-
ciation by Mrs. Ann L. Wea-
thers, local president, during
the commencement program.
The commencement speaker
is a former dean of the At-
lanta School of Social Work.
He received his bachelor's de-
gree at Kentucky State Col-
lege, holds the master's degree
in social work from the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and has
studied at Harvard University.
Dr. King holds the A.B. de-
gree from Park College, B.D.
degree from Chicago Theolog-
ical Seminary, Ph.D. degree
from Edinburgh University,
and the D.D. degree from
Oberlin College. From 1942 to night, May 29, 
nationally re-
1962, he was minister of theiknown Dr. 
William H. Bor.-
First Chuith In' Oberlin and ders, minister 
of famed Wheat
from 1948 to 1062 Se was lec-
turer in homiletics at the
Oberlin ,Graduate School of
Theology. He has been min-
ister of. Plymouth Congrega-
tional Church at Lawrence
Kansas, tmd was lecturer in
church history in the school of
Religion of the University of deliver the 
Vesper address for
Kansas. , Manassas on 
Sunday, May 26.
The President's Reception in the school 
auditorium -and
for the graduates will be held will also give 
the invocation
on the East lawn following.at the 
Commencement pro-
baccalaureate services. The gram on Wednes
day.
alumni will entertain rnem- MEMPH1ANS'S 
CASUAL
bers of the graduating class PARTY
in The Commons immediately Some mem
bers and attests
after Commencement. I played cards, som
e danced and
CLASS REUNIONS others gather
ed near the bar
More about LeMoyne . . and chatted. This 
was the way
an action packed calendar the Memphians 
entertained at
has been planned for LeMoy-,their monthly 
casual party last
nites returning to the campus Friday evening.
for the Annual Meeting of the, Among the 
guests were Mr.
General Alumni Association!and Mrs. Osc
ar Crawford, Mr.
and the Reunion of graduatesi and Mrs. Andrew
 Roberts, Dr.
who finished in the classes of and Mrs. Vasco 
Smith, jr., Mr.
1903, 1913, 1923 1933, 1943, andiand Mrs. Jack 
Humes, Mr. and
1953. I Mrs. John C. 
Davis. sr. Mr.
This activity gets underway and Mrs. Alto
n L. Coleman,
Friday night, May 31, with!Thaddeus T. 
Stokes, Mrs. A.
four of the reunion classes, M. Walker and
 Mrs. H. H.
holding receptions. Johnson. Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles
Saturday, June 1, will be,H. Tarpley, A.
 B. Owens, Dr.
highlighted by a coffee hour' and Mrs. Flo
yd Bass, and Tom
and tour of the new library'Hayes.
building, and the annual ses- Members 
attending includ-
sion in the morning; a midday ed: Mr. and 
Mrs. W. C. Wea-
luncheon at which time Pres. thers, Mr. and 
Mrs. William
ident Hollis F. Price will speak Fitzgerald, 
Mr. and Mrs.,
on "The State of the College Charles Fletcher,
 Mr. and Mrs.
in 1963," a reunion program Walter Flowers,
 Dr. and Mrs.
at 8:30 p.m. featuring out- E. Frank White, 
Mr. and Mrs.
standing alumni, end a social Howard Sims, Mr. 
and Mrs.
affair starting at 10:30 p.m. John C. Davis, Rosco
e McWil-
Two prominent LeMoynites hams, Mr. and Mrs.
 Sam Helm,
will appear on the Saturday President and Mrs
. J. R.
night program in Bruce Hall Arnola, Mr. and M
rs. John
... Atty. James P. Davis, who Outlaw, and Mr. and
 Mn.
is serving his third term in Hannibal Parks.
the Kansas Legislature, and CARIBBEAN CRUISE
Prof. Rufus J. Hawkins of Having seen mos
t of the
North Carolina. United States, Mexico
 and
Atty. Davis resides in Kan-,much of Europe, Mrs. 
Willette
sas City and is a 1943 grad-Humphrey is now o
n her sec-
The student chapter of the Miss Mid-South's alternates,
National Education Associa-' Miss Earlie Mae Biles, Miss
tion at the school is named Carolyn Randle and Miss Ka-
for him. therine Woods, ,
General chairman of re-1 The event will also compli-
union activities is Mrs. Ch. arie ment all of thehoontestant who
P. Roland, National president ran in the firli Annual • Miss
of the General Alumni Associ-
ation is Lonnie F. Briscoe of 
Mid-South Contest, who will
Memphis. 
atend with their escorts.
The following reunion class-
es will get together Friday
night, May 31: Mrs. Lillian
Barnett, chairman, Memphian
Club: 1943, Mrs. Helen Shel-
by, chairman, Sigma House;
1933, Mrs. Samelen Wilson,
chairman, Four-Way Grill, and
1923, E. Frank LaMondue,
chairman, 706 E. Trigg.
Other reunion class chair-
men are Mrs. Ellen 
Howardand majorettes departed froml
night of June 1, and Joseph
Westbrook is arranging the
Saturday night off-campus so-
cial.
Mrs. Wilhelmien Lockard is
chairman and Miss Rose Ma-
rie Long, co-chairman, of the
luncheon, and Mrs. Ernestine
Peoples is chairman of the
coffee hour.
Steering committee for the
alumni weekend consists of
Mrs. Mary C. Pruitt, Mrs.
Helen Shelby, Mrs. Leatha
Simms Miss Alice Wherry, Le-
Roy Van Johnson and Lonnie
F. Briscoe.
REV. WM. H. BORDERS
When Manassas High
School's graduating class of
248 seniors is presented for
diplomas at The Auditorium
Amphitheatre on Wednesday
Street Baptist Church in At-
lanta, will be the Commence-
ment speaker. Dr. Borders will
be the houseguest of Rev. and
Mrs. S. A. Owens while In
Memphis.
The Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel
of Trinity CME church will
WHY TAKE CHANCES ON A
FAULTY AIR CONDITIONER?
LET US REPAIR,
CLEAN OR ADJUST YOUR UNIT.




726 1. McLIMORE WM 1-1121
and took opi the beat of jazz
and steps of the bassa nova,
twist and other vernacular-
ond visit to the Caribbean.
This time she is visiting her
brother, Fred C. Downs re-
tired civil engineer and' form-
er Philadelphia teacher.
Her travels on this trip took
her by land, air and sea, since
she left Memphis via bus for
Jackson, Tenn., where she
boarded a crack train to
Miami, then from Miami to
San Juan by air. From San
Juan she took the boat across
the bay to San Tina where
her brother has his winter
home. Mrs. Humphrey will ht.
away for several week,
MISS MID-SOUTH'S
CORONATION
TSD's lovely "MISS MID
SOUTH," Queen Shirley Pm r
nell, will be crowned at a
smart black-tie Coronation-
Reception and Dance, on Tues-
day May 28, from 830 to 11:30
p.m. at the Universal Life In
nuance Dining Room. In the
glittering court scene will be
martial music and marching
Smith, 1913, and E. P. Nabors,
1903.
Mrs. Fairy Peyton Austin is
chairman of the reunion pro-
gram in Bruce Hall on 
the,named modern dances.
One decorated car, a smart
maroon Corvette, bore our
captivating Queen Shirley,
who thrilled to the bursts of
applause which came her way
all down Main Street and on
famed Beale Avenue. Miss
South's car was third place in
open car honors.
Invitations to the coronation
will be also extended to spe
cial guests of the Tri-State De- At Home For Friends
fender and to all parents of
the contestants. Mr. and Mrs. Jake F. Graves
PARA E of 844 Hamilton St. 'enter-
The Cotton Makers Jubilee
parades were thronged by tame
d with a dinner party
spectators last week, culminat- Sunday afternoon, recently.
ing in the grand parade of last Mr. and Mrs. Arthur IL'
Friday night, where bands Watkins who returned home
DEFENDER
MOTHER OF THE YEAR AND FAMILY
Members of her family were present at "Breakfast for
Milady" program at which Mrs. Beulah Roberts Watson
was named "Mother of the Year." From left are Miss
Vonnetta Watson, teacher at Capleville High school;
Mrs. Ophella Watson Flowers, elementary supervisor of
Memphis City Schools; Mrs, Carrie Watson Young. teacher
'at Dunne Ave. school; J. E. Watson. husband of the hon-
oree, and retired employe of Southland Paver cottony;
Give Dinner Party I
some months ago from over
seas duty with the U. S. Navy,
were guests of honor. Wat-
kins is now stationed at the
U. S. Navy Base in Millington.
Other guests included Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Ivory Flagg, Dr. J.
J. Warr and Mrs. Laurah
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Giles
Johnson and Marion Taylor,
The Graves' said: "The oc-
casion was a reunion of old
friends and a happy time for
all."
a
Sturdy, lightly( ight , (Impact
ALUMINUM AND WEB
FOLDING CHAISE LOUNGE
Opens easily, folds in a flash,
stores compactly. Stay-bright
aluminum frame. Firestone poly-
propylene webbing. Adjusts to
five comfortable positions.
Dilt•
MUT- 4Gr RANT Cø.
DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO
A
L. C. SCOTT
104r Experience as Salesman
w.(k NiGHO,ION
Yca s o. Sallavna,
 •
HITCHeN
Mrs. Watson, Johnnie B. Watson, teacher at Carver High
school; Mrs. Ardent& Watson Jackson, teacher at Hanley
St. Elementary school; and Miss Selena Watson. register-
ed and teacher of practical nursing In the Voca-
tional division of the Memphis City School System and
City of Memphis Hospitals. Native Memphlans, the Watson.
have been married for 38 years and reside at 338 W. Fey
ave. —iMark fitansbun'y Photo)
.134 iURDAY, MAY 95, 1963
Supper Club
Now Open On ,
Springdale
&prat-class supper club, the
Candlelight Inn, has been op-
ened in the North Memphis
community, and is gaming a
reputation among Memphians
who like to eat out and enjoy
good meals.
The establishment at 1109
Springdale is operated by Mr.
and Mrs. Reuben Thomas.
Especially popular with .the
patrons is the "Star Light
Room," with pleasant sur-
roundings and dimly llt can-
dles.
The establishment is air -
conditioned for the customer's
comfort.
Miss Brandon
Miss LaVerne Brand( 'I
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
L. Brandon, 837 Walker ave.,
has been elected a member of
the St. James chapter of the
National Honor Society of Sec-
ondary Schools, based on schol_




Add a Lot to Living
When the soup's on and you're in a rush, there's nothing
quite as convenient as an extension phone. Add phones
wherever you live a lot. You'll add a lot to living, and for
little cost. Just call your Telephone Company Business


































15-Years Experisinc• as Salesmen
Let Us Cool Your Home, Office or Business
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PAST 'MOTHERS OF THE YEAR'
111. Past "Mothers Of The Year" were present
at the recent "Breakfast for Milady"
sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
and here they pose for the photographer
following the meal. From left are Mrs. C.
M. Roulhae, Mrs. Alphonao Westbrook,
Sr.; Mrs. Elennora J. Neely, Mrs. Memory
Bishop and Mrs. Sarah Robinson.— i Mark
Stansburry Photo)
Owen Commenceme Activites To Begin May 26
Owen college president, Dr. May 26 with the annual Curn• s
ociation, and is currently a
C. L. Dinkins, announces that1mencement Vesper. 
member of the Shelby County
the 1953 commencement ac-! Elder Blair T. Hunt, min-
Board of Education.
tivities will begin Sunday,ister of the Mississippi Blvd.1
 Dr. 
Jameson M. Jones,



















IF YOU HAVE ANY
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED





THE 35th WARD CIVIC CLUB
ern at Memphis, will be the The 35th Ward Civic C
lub presented Mims Joyce Hollowell,
speaker at the eighth annual a senior at Carver High 
school • $100 scholarship and
commencement Of Owen col- from left to right at the ceremony are 
William H. Cross,
lege to be held Thursday. May
30 at 6 p.m. in the Roger Wil-
liams Hall auditorium. He is
a native of Corinth, Miss., and
is a graduate of Southwestern,
Louisville Presbyterian Sem-
inar and Duke universit HeY.
teacher or principal in Mem- 
has done graduate work at
phis schools. He is a former 
Oxford university in England.
president of the West Tennes- H
e is a member of both Phi
see Educational Congress and 
Beta Kappa, honorary se o as
the Bluff' City Educational As- t
ic fraternity, and Omicron
   Delta Kappa, honorary leader.
Christian church and former
principal of Booker T. Wash-
ington high school, will be the
Speaker for the 4 p.m. observ-
ance to be held at the St. John
Baptist church, 840 Vance ave.
He is a graduate of Morehouse
college, Howard univeraW
and Tennessee State univerfft
ty. For 46 years, he served as
McKenzie Motel
South's Finest With 75% 
sophomores qualify for grad. s
uccessful.
Wall-To-Wall Carpet
Air Conditioned Suites —
Kitchenettes - 4 Sections
3 Parking Spaces
Free Television
Furn. - Cottage - Picnic
3 Entrances - 3 Patios
The Only One Of Its Kind
3 Blks. Off Malvern Ave.
Cor. Henry Az Lincoln St.
Wm. McKenzie Owner It mgr.
Phone NA 3-7843
Hot Springs. Ark.
Private & Semi-Private Baths
wit
nation on the basis of work to
be completed either at the end














Members dressed in their
club colors by wearing black
cocktail dresses with huge
orchids, escorted guests to
their reserved tables.
The prelude to Jimmy Smith
was made by the Mickey
Tucker Trio, a local group.
The jazz nufnbers rendered by
this aggregation were over-
whelmingly applauded.
Jimmy Smith made his in-
The Forum Committee Of
Sarah Brown Y.M.C.A.
is .Presenting A Forum
Employment In The Civil Service
May 23, 1963 7:30 p.m.
At the Sarah Brown YMCA. on Mississippi Boulevard.
Learn of many job opportunities opening up to Negroes
in the Federal Government. Bring a friend,a student or
_tour husband. 
The six healthy children of Mr. and Mrs. Ruf
us L. Dukes stand as evidence! Carnation is the healthy fam
ily
milk, with extra Vitamin D for sound 
teeth and straight, sturdy bodies! Left to right: G
lenrose, it;
Olivia, 17; Mr. Dukes helding cute little Ca
ry, 2; Clifford, 10; Mrs. Dukes; Christopher, 8; and Carl
. 12
"Carnation puts the sunshine in their smiles"
"Every one of my children started on Carnation-and
stayed on Carnation!" declares their rema
rkable young
mother, Mrs. Rufus Dukes. Both Mr. and Mrs. 
Dukes
are still in their 30's and already have a lifetime of achiev
e-
ments behind them.
Rufus Dukes is manager of a leading auto agency
 in
Chicago. He served with the United States Air Force
 after
attending college. The Dukes are developing a 28
0-acre
farm on which they have built • spacious coun
try home
and are completing a luxurious summer-win
ter resort.
"The Dector recommended Carnation for Ca
ry, and of
mutes we kept him on Carnation after formula 
days."
Ncre. Duke. *uphill*. It's the milk every doctor 
knows.
E
Their family was featured as "Family of the Month"
in a recent Issue of Cart Magazine.
"The main thing in a family this size is to be sure they
all get plenty of the right nourishment. If the children
are healthy, everything else will take care of itself," Mrs.
Dukes believes. "Carnation is our favorite milk for every-
thing-drinking, cereals, coffee, cooking. You should see
what it does for my meat loaf!" (See recipe below.) Even
when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.•
8. Dept of Agriculture ffendbook #8. Coroposmon of 
Foode
recipe: L 
CARNATION'S STAY-MOIST MEAT LOAF
Always juicy-never crumbles
% cup (small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1)/2 pounds ground beef
1/2 cup fine cracker meal
.1 egg
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 teaspoon garlic salt
teaspoon salt
Vtablespoon prepared mustard
Mix ingredients together. Place in loaf
Pen. Bake in moderate oven (375°F.)
about 110 'minutes. Let stand on wire
rack about 10 minutes before removing
to serving platter. ir.tokeoR medium eervingg) "from Contented Come"
anb mi
Large Group Hears 'Jimmy Smith'
Presented Here By The Orchettes
The ORCHETTES, a group
of nine professional women
here presented Jimmy Smith
at the Organ on Sunday May
5th in two concerts at Cur-
rit's Club Tropicana. The af-
troduction by playing a "soul"
number thet left many breath-
less. During intermission, The
Mickey Tucker Trio took the
bandstand while Jimmy Smith
mingled and took pictures with
ship fraternity, f
air, the organization's public the ORCHETTES and the au-
Dean-Registrar Thomas I, debut, 
has been termed by dience.
011 me y From Home' 
Willard announces that 24 many 
as well organized and Among those attending were
members of the Las Cheres,
Twelve Matrons, Entre Nous
Bridge club, .1 -1.1-G-S, Fred
Cook of WREC-TV, A. C. Wil-
liams and Honey Boy of
WDIA, Onzie Horne, Dr. and
Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Maceo Walker, Dr. and
Mrs. G. W. 1sh, jr., Dr. L. L.
Atkins, Atty. A. A. Letting,
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Dr.
and Mrs. T. W. Northcross,
Dr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith, Dr.
and Mrs. I. A. Watson, jr., Dr.
and Mrs. E. W. Reed, Dr. and
Mrs. Arthur Horne, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Sprotlin, Mr.
faculty member of Carver High, Miss Hollowell. Mrs. Addle
Wright, Henry B. White. Mrs. Earneetine Whitley, members
of the civic club, T. R. McLemore is club president.
— 
Charley Tarpley, Mr. and
Marnhout, Dr. J. James and Hamilton Grad
Miss Margaret Jenkins, Mrs.





Mrs. Rufun Jones, Mrs.
Dorothy Walker, Mrs. Pearline
Banks, Miss J. Douthet, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Franklin,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman An-
thony. Mr. and Mrs. Elphran
Harris, Miss Carolyn Norman,
Mr. and Mrs. David Bell, Mrs.
Bertha Dilliard, Miss Johnnie
Black, Mrs. Beatrice Fitz-
gerald, Miss Beatrice Jackson,
Mrs. Clora Reddrick, Mrs. Ann
Lockard, Dr. and Mrs. Willard
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-




Labrador — Airman Second1
;Class Lindsey G. Gill of Mem- I
,phis, Tenn., has arrived here
Ifor assignment with an Air
'Defense Command unit.
Airman Gill, a vehicle ppe-
rator, formerly was stationed
at Columbus AFB, Miss.
The airman, a graduate of
•Hamilton High School, is the
:son of Mr. and Mrs. John H.
1Gill of 402 Fitzgerald Drive,
Mem pins
Later joining their guests Dunn School PTA
and husbands were ORCH-
EWES; Mrs. Juanita Reddick
Green, Mrs. Mae Smith, Mrs.lo Hear Lt. Williams
Earnestine Adams, Miss Vir-
ginia Chappell, Mrs. Bobble Dunn Avenue School PTA is
Lillian Jean iexpeeted to hold its final meet.'CBuumrrpieu,s. 
M
ner Miss Sylvia Grady andlninestdhea 
ii
YechMoci3 
yr 8 2c2a, f eattor7i:u3m0 .p.
rs.s. Florence Bon- ing of this school term; Wed;
and Mrs. John Arnold, Mrs, Mrs. Mary Brit
t.
--- Child Safety Month is being
observed by Lie PTA. The
school's safety patrol will be
special guest.
The main speaker will be Lt.
A. L. Williams, of the Safety
division, announced Mrs. Mar-
jorie Goodman, PTA prelident.
Mrs. C. Horne is the chairman
of the program. Mrs, DIM.







































the first Negro member of
the State. Parole and Pardons
Board, was selected by the
faculty and staff of Lane Col-
lege in Jackson, Tenn., to
receive the "College Alumni
Meritorious Certificate" dur-
ing Commencement exercisis
held at Lane Monday. He alto
received the congratulations
of the president, Dr. C. A.
Kirkendoll.
Bowden said; "I have no
timidity in stating that re-
ceiving this certificate is one
of the high points in my life. 
11I have made any accom-
plishments for mankind, Lane
college is due much credit.
Mother Honored
During Party
The Orange Mound Progres-
sive club presented its annual
Mother's Day party at the
home of Mrs. Adele Duty of
2315 on Sunday, May 12, and
the guest speaker was Mrs.
Beulah Williams, principal of
Hanley Street Elementary
school.
In charge of the program was
Mrs. Etta Richle. It was con-
sidered inspiring and inspira-
tional.
This is a joyful
day for you all




257 S. Main St.
JA 5-3794
JOHNSON FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.
937 So. COOPER at YOUNG
TRADE and SAVE — WE TRADE FOR. ANYTHING
OUR SPECIALTY 15:
INNERSPRING MATTRESSES
FULL or TWIN SIZE
1119.45 UP
ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF TWIN BEDS
HOLLYWOOD or CONTEMPORARY Styling
AT LOW PRICE
COMPLETE SET 11119.95
COME IN OR CALL:
s1 LAMER EVERHEART - 94Ltstn vs•




Visit CANDLE LIGHT I N
and enjoy the pleasant atmosphere of
The MODERN STAR LIGHT ROOM.
"Serving the finest Foods anywhere."
AIR CONDITIONSD FOR YOUR COMFORT
We cater to all private parties
For Reservations Call
CANDLE LIGHT INN
Props . Mr and Mrs Reuben Thomas
1109 .Springdale Phone 276.9221
SARAH'S GRILL
1285 THOMAS STREET
WE SPECIALIZE IN THE FAMOUS SOUTHERN
FRIED CHICKEN & CHOICE STEAKS
PLATE LUNCH 78 CENTS
GOOD HOME-COOKED FOOD FRESH DAILY
THE BLUE ROOM & GRILL COMPLETELY
AIR CONDITIONED





Christian Nome Week At Beulah
Baptist Church Was 'A Success
The Home Department of music by the choirs
the .Beulah Baptist Church John and New Era
Ast:celebrated a "successful churches.
Christian Home Week." The
theme was, "Christ Centered
Homes — The Hope of the
World."
The program for Wednes-
day night was especially for
children and youth. The speak-
er was Mrs. Ann Robinson of
Family Service of Memphis.
Mrs. Robinson gave ample
evidence of her concern for
young people and their syme-
trial development. Youth
nist1M7 was highlighted with
of St.
Baptist
Sidney Madlock was chair-
man of the youth division,
Miss Mortense Spillers of St.
John Baptist church was mis-
tress of ceremony.
Thursday night was parents
night. The dominant idea of
the program, "the family and
health problems." The speci-
fic health problem considered
was, sickle cell anemia. Un-
der the topic, "Sickle Cell
Anemia Research?' Dr. L. W.
Diggs gave a revealing lec-
ture on the subject. Dr. Diggs
was introduced by Thaddeus
Stokes, editor of the Tri-State
Defender, Mrs. Charles Pink-
ston was mistress of ceremony.
Mrs. Ruth Graves is general
superintendent of the Beulah
Home department. Mrs. Vir-
ginia Glover was general
chairman. Mrs. E. 0. Green,
chairman pf the program,
Mrs. Della Woolridge, chair-
man of publicity; Mrs. Ethel
Evans, chairman of finance;
Mrs. Sarah Collins, chairman
of decoration; Mrs. Mary
Jones, chairman of refresh-
ments; and Mrs. Josephine
Winbush, secretary. Rev. W.
C. Holmes, minister; Mrs.
Margaret Sanders was chair-





A co•edneational liberal arts college, fully accredited by
end a member of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools.
Founded in 1869
! Nationally recognized - Excellent faculty - Scholarships
offered to qualified students.
Tougaloo graduates are prominent among leaders in
education, medicine, dentistry, the law, social work and
other professions.
Dr. Adam Daniel Beittel, President
For Further Information, write
The Registrar
Tougaloo Southern Christian College
Tougaloo, Mississippi
DEFENDEIL
SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1963




Hamilton High school has as its valedictorian Miss Carla
Ann Allen, 17, (left?, daughter of Mrs. Addle R. Allen, 1.400
Gill ave. Miss Allen plans to study math and science at
Memphis State university this fall. Salutatorian is Miss
Carole DeLaine Jones, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pre-
ston Jones, 1381 S. Willet at. She plans a double major in
math and science at Rockford college in Rockford, Ill.
Student speaker will be Clarence Bolden, Jr., 17, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Bolden, Sr., 2034 Corry at. Clarence
plans to study math and science at Morehouse college In
Atlanta, Ga. Commencement exercise at Hamilton is set
for Monday, May 27 at 8 p.m. Baccalaureate service is
planned for Sunday. May 26 at 4 p.m. in the school's
auditorium. — (Staff Photo by Mark Stansbury)
'Integration At Tougaloo
"Reverse Integration in Mis-leading graduate schools —
sissippi" is the caption given Boston university, Universityto a recent article in a national'of Indiana, New York universi-
magazine describing the processity, University of Arizona, Uni-
of integration at To versity of Pittsburgh, Universi-
Southern Christian college.
Discussing the presence of
Caucasian students at Touga-
loo, President A. D. Heine) ob-
served that integration is a
two-way street, and as we are
interested in formerly white
colleges and universities ac-
cepting Negro students, we are
convinced that predominantly
Negro colleges should accept
white students.
Within the last few years
Tougaloo Southern Christian
ty of Michigan, Oklahoma State
university, Purdue university,
Harvard university. University
of Derker, Columbia univer-
sity. Yale university. University
of Minnesota and the Univer-
sity of Iowa.
Tougaloo college was found-
ed in 1869 by the American
Missionary Association (Con-
gregational) and was merged
with Southern Christian Insti-
tute (Disciples of Christ) in
1954 to form Tougaloo South-
college has added to its equip-'ern Christian college. The col-
ment a new science hall, a new lege draws support from both
dining hall - student union church grottos — the Disciples
building, two faculty homes. of Christ (Christian Churches)
and a new home for the presi- and the United Church of
dent. Christ (Congregational Chris-
Recent graduates of Togiga- Sign Churches and the Evan-
oo have been admitted to many gelical and Reformed Church)
The 94th commencement will
be observed at Tougaloo South-
ern Christian college Saturday
and Sunday, May 25 and 26.
The Rev. Dr. Truman B.
Douglass. executive vice presi-
dent of the Board of Homeland
Ministries of the United Church
of Christ, the union of Congre-
gational Christian and Evan-
gelical and Reformed Churches
of New York City, will be the
commencement speaker, Sun-
day, May 26, at 5 p. m.
Well known as a radio and
television speaker, Dr. Doug-
lass has been active in the de-
velopment of interdenomina-
tional religious broadcasting.
He was founder and first chair-
man of the Joint Religious Ra-
dio Committee and was active
n the formation of the Protes-
tant Radio Commission of
which he was the first presi-
dent. With the founding of tia
National Council of Churches
n 1950, he became the first
president of its Broadcasting
and Film Commission. He is a
member of the General Board
of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
and serves on the board of
managers of its Division of
Home Missions.
Dr. Douglass is widely known
as a writer and lecturer. He is
the author of several books, in-
cluding "Preaching and the
New Reformation," "Mission to
America." and "Why Go To
Church?" He has contributed
numerous articles to leading
magazines.
A native of Grinnell. Iowa,
Dr. Douglass graduated from
Pomona college, Claremont.
Calif., with further studies at
Union Theological Seminary
and Columbia university, where
he received a master's degree.
He has been awarded honorary
degrees by Chicago Theologi-
cal Seminary, Grinnell college,
Pomona college, Yankton col-
lege, and Doane college.
The topic of his commence-
ment address will be "Respon-
sibility in an Irresponsible
Age."
On Sunday morning, May 26,
at 10, Dr. Adam Daniel Beittel,
nresident of Tougaloo Southern
Christian College, will preach
the baccalaureate sermon in
Samkange, and two small sons
in Salisbury, Southern Rho-
desia, ,but returned recently to -
spend several months at home. 111
I
lviThe alumni business meet-
ing will be held on Saturday,
ay 25. at 2:30 p. m., in War
reel Hall.
This is the reunion year to
the classes of '1903, 19(3, 1923
1933, 1943 and 1953.
Woodworth Chapel.
On Saturday, May 25, at 6
p. m., Dr. Tommie Anderson
Samkange, class of 1953, will
speak at the alumni dinner in
Warren Hall. Dr. Samkange, a
native of Jackson, Miss., re-
ceived her M. S. and Ph. D.
degrees from the University
of Indiana. She has been resid-
ing with her husband, Stanlake
Bites Off Wife's For
SAN =GO, Calif. — (UPI)
John Ira Bayles, 45, was placed
on three years probation for
biting off his former wife's ear
in tin argument over money.
Boyles, who pleaded guilty
to a charge of mayhem, also
must pay retitution to the vic?
tim, Mrs. Helen Jenks, when
the amount is determined.
TIFCX—WX`IVINIE
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.
319 'BEALE 526-5054
NEW & USED
NO MONEY DOWN EASY TERMS
"THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL"




11 in. Remote Control Console T.V. $1091?ned.
7 pc. Living Room Suite Group s8'arneer
10 ft. Frigidare Refrigerator sl"h.70r
Regent Wringer Washer '6"ror
Sofa Bed $45 per
SPECIAL HOUSEFUL s300"
Beale Streets Finest Furn. & Appl. Store
CALL FOR FREE COURTESY CAR
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 370 SOUTH ORLEANS STREET
Congratulations And Best Wishes. To
Owen Graduates And Graduates Everywhere
Degree Of Associate in Arts
13RADl.EY, LAURA M., 716 Granada Road, Memphis
1-1ROWN, ALICE, 812 Boston Street, Memphis
tx it'GLAS, BERRY L. With Honor?. 789 Trigg Avenue,
Meniphis
0.1 51 1M, Altl lE 'With High Honor Kenneth, Missouri
aFtDY, ARDIE D.. 1174 orlearis St., Montgomery, Alabama
ti A YES, HERMAN, 47e LaClede Avenue, Memphis
little:31.S DAISY M., -431 Corry Street, Memphis
tioLT, ETHERINE, 189 ',fodder Street, Memphis
LACY, JUNE 56 Waldorf Avenue, Memphis
MASON, GERALDINE, (With Honor), Hernando,
Mississippi
MIMS, CALVIN, 2099 Claremont Cl., Memphis
RAGULEN, RUBY, McComb, Mississippi
SHOLDEFtS, IRMA N.. 1270 Cella Street, Memphis
TRIBBLE, CHARLES 11., 476 LaClede Avenue, Memphis
TURNER, LARRY (With Honor', 895 Monttorner% St..
Memphis
Degree Of Associate in Science
GRAHAM, VP:01,A, 257 'Trigg Avenue. Meinphis
MARTIN, SARAH E., 1315 Orleans Street, Memphis
PATTON, GERALDINE J., (With Honor', 387 Boyd Street, Hernand), Mississippi
TAYLOR, WILLIE F., 548 Nonconnah Road, Memphis
WALL, NETTIE (With High Honor), 1405 James street. HMO's
Degree Of Associate in Arts (July, 1963)
DAVIS, .TEARI.LAN (With Honor„ Brownsville
GATLIN. JOSEPH, 2477 Ninnona, Memphis
HAMMOND. JO ANN, Cleveland, Tennessee
SANDERS,' ORETTA V., 1766 Hunter St.. ,Apt, No. 4, Memphis
SMITH, REGINALD, 962 Driver Street, Memphis
kl)RTS. SHIRT NT'! A., 1139 43oston Street, Memphis
OWEN COLLEGE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
A Two-Year Institution Dedicated to Christian Education
* CO-EDUCATIONAL
* FULLY ACCREDITED
Approved Teacher Training Program leading to Teacher's Temporary Certificate
OFFERING ASSOCIATE DEGREES IN ARTS OR SCIENCE WITH
PROGRAMS IN GENERAL EDUCATION, BUSINESS EDUCATION,
BIBLE AND RELIGION.
_A
TERMINAL AND TRANSFER PROGRAMS
COMMENCEMENT
VESPER
SUNDAY, May'26 At 4:00 P.M.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
460 Vance Ave.
Speaker
Elder Blair T. Hunt, Pastor
Mississippi Blvd. Christian Church
COMMENCEMENT






Dr. Jameson M. Jones, Than
Southwestern At Memphis
SIX WEEKS SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JUNE 10, 1963
For Further Information Call JA 5-1373, or write
OWEN COLLEGE, MEMPHIS 2, TENN.









































































































TENNIS CHAMP DENIED 'reason could be that the un-
, Earl Gregory, 28-year old lisich a rumor founded? The1961 winner of the City singles written law which forbidschampionship, found his talenti
unwanted when he tried outIMlssissippi teams from clash.
for the University tennis teamiing with interracial opponents
this past season. also applies to the state sup-
According to Gregory he ported Negro schools. Thus
was allowed to try out for the some of Wilson's crack quin-
team and actually competed lets caused the school officials
against the nearby Maryville,to refuse invitations to both
College squad. He won this'the NAIA and NCAA (small
match in straight sets. Feeling collegelpostseason tourna-
that he would be picked to go men's* •
op to Atlanta to engage Georgia
Tech, Gregory then learned
that the Vols tennis coach
Tommy Bartlett had gotten
mysteriously ill.
With a captain left to choose
the rangy Gregory learned he
had been left off without any
explanation from . the coach:
He plans to make another
effort next year to make the
UT team.
Gregory is in his first year
on the U T campus at Knox-
ville where he is studying for
a nuclear engineering degree.
He is a graduate of St. Au-
gustine High School. Gregory
played basketball for the
Thunderbolts. A navy reserv-
ist, Gregory is a transfer stu-
dent from the University of
Tennessee Branch here and
.m.LeMoyne College. Earl is the
IP brother of Charles "Pete"
Gregory who was an outstand-
ing basketball player at Book-
er T. Washington and Le-
Moyne a few years ago.
WILSON RUMORED
LEAVING
Dr. Harry "Patch" Wilson, gicians signal caller will be
head basketball coach and calling en Finley who led
Athletic Director at Jackson Washington to the prep grid
State College in Mississippi, championship.
was rumored as being includ- little illogical in view of the
ed in the deal that wooed John dual posts held by Wilson and
Merritt away from the Mid- the fine job that cage coach
sissippi institution to take Harold Hunter has done in his
over as chief mentor at Ten- three seasons of handling the
nessee A & I State University A & I Tigers.
To many the rumor was a Then on what grounds was
- - - - —
Three Douglass Graduates
Complete AF Basic Training
LACKLAND AFB, Tex. —Antonio for training as a corn-
Three Memphis, Tenn., men munications analysis specialist.
Aishave received new assignments All three are graduates of
11.Win United States Air Force job Douglass High school.
specialties following comple-
tion of their basic military.
training here.
Airman Third Class Clyde
Griffin, grandson of Mrs. Tom-
mie J. Erivn of 1588 Sunset st.,
will be an administrative spec-
ialist at Blytheville AFB. Ark.
Airman Third Class James T.
Threat, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Threat of 2994 Shannon
St., is to be an admin,strative
specialist at Seymour Johnson
AFB, N. C.
Airman Third Class James
E. Lee, Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Lee of 3046 Mount
Olive rd.. has been reassigned
to the Air Force Special Com-


















One other item is worth
considering concerning a pos-
sible Wilson exodus. Wilson
was Merritt's chief football
scout, and he is rated a ciarn
good one too. There are still
a lot of loose pieces to this
allegation but don't be sur-
prised if they fitted together
real soon.
FINLEY SOUGHT AFTER
Now that the head football I McLendon is the onlycoach has been named, A & I
con-
tacts birddogging for talent in
some of his leading local 
Boy Scouts To Enroll
prexy Dr. W. S. Davis has
the Bluff City. Among the
Howard Finley of Washington
is all-Memphis 
quarterbackNew Members May 25•
most sought after prep seniors
who also has tad some en -
Chickasaw Council of the Boytieing bids from Southern It
linois of Carbondale and 
-
Scouts of America has report-
Southern University in Baton ed some activity in the area
Rouge, La. during the past weekends, and
Since Southern's Bob Lee more is expected in the next
will be the guest speaker at few days as schools end.
Friday night at LeMoyne Col- Early this month some 120
lege's athIcta: banquet you boys and 10 adults representing
five troops camped ran be assured that the native some.
ght on the fPrm of John
over-
of Memphis and a former Ma- m
Strong, Sr., in North Shelby
County.
FOR 'OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP'
Frank .1. Lewis, principal of Grant School
and president of Memphis Chapter, Ten-
nessee A & I State University Alumni
Association presents an award to John B.'
McLendon Jr. for Outstanding Leadership
In Athletics. 'She -Outstanding Leadershits'
award is presented annually by the Mem-
phis Alumni Chapter of Tennessee A di
I State university.
J. T. THREAT
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
SAFE DRIVER' DESERVE LOWER RATES"'
CALL ON US. DRIVERS IN TNOUBLE TOO
OK Automobile Insurance
COLUMBIAN TOWER IA 689??
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
WEDNESDAY CAR WASH
00
CROSSTOWN MINIT CAR WASH
251 No. Cleveland Street
Memphis 4, Tennessee
To Show Our Appreciation For
Your Patronage - When You
Receive 6 Car Washes









95 So. Lauderdale Street
Phone 525-4721 
Negro In the basketball hall of fame. He
Is presently the coordinator of physical
education and athletics at Tennessee A
& I State university at Nashville. McLen-
don Jr. was the principal speaker at the
Annual High School Basketball Banquet
held at The Universal Elle Insurance Com-
pany recently.
I White is pastor and James
Second and third petrol.
I came from Golden Methodistchurch, Rev. C. E. Young, pas-
tor, and William Henry, scout-
master.
Watson, scoutmaster.
• Others participating troopsTop patrol at the camporee-- and their pastors were Pillowcame from Riverside Baptist ,
•St. CME. Rev. 0. B. Boothechurch of which Rev. 0. D.
pastor, Wilson Massey, scout
master; Pilgrim Rest Baptist
church, Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor,
The South Division of the
and Harold Walker, scoutmas-
ter.
PHYSICAL FITNESS
A physical fitness day was
•held at Corry Road tonior
High school, and it was direct-





Some members ,ind guests
played cards, some danced,
others gathered near the bar
and chatted. This was the way
the Memphian club members
entertained themselves and
guests at their monthly casual
party last Friday evening.
Among guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Crawford, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Roberts, Dr. and
Mrs. Vasco Smith, jr., Mr. and
.Mrs. Jack Humes, Mr. and
Mrs. Alton L. Coleman, Thad.
dues T. Stokes, Mrs. Harriet
Walker, and Mrs. Katherine.
Johnson.
Members attending includ-
ed: Mr. and Mrs. W. C. "Bill",
Weathers, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Fitzgerald, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fletcher, Mr. and
Mrs, Walter Flowers, Dr. and
Mrs. E. Frank White, A. B.
Owen, Mr. and Mrs. Howlrli
Sims, Dr. and Mrs. Floyd Bass,
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Davis,
Cr., Roscoe McWilliams, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Helm, President
and Mrs. Johnny Arnold, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Tarpley, Mr.
and Mrs. John Outlaw, Mr.
and Mrs. Hannibal Parks, Torn
Hayes.
Food was served buffet-
style. Weathers was chairman
of the social affair.
Creek Baptist church with 32
points under the leadership of
Nathaniel Lockhart.
Golden Methodist Troop 198
under Scoutmaster Will i am
Henrv took second place with
18 points, while third place
went to Troop 167 at Martin
Temple CME church with 13
points Pilgrim Rest Baptist
and Troop 168 of Oak Grove
Baptist church with Wiley
Bratcher as scoutmaster.
Boys who with to enter the
Boy Scout program should er-
rand', to attend the AdventureFacilities have been provided Trail at Lincoln Park on Sat-there by Principal J''s"Pil At-jurday. Mar 25, between 10'kins, and a physical fitness,a. end 12,
program will continue there._
during the summer.
I Taking first place there at
the recent Physical Fitness
'Day was Troop 146 of Cane
-
LOW RATE
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION L FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment-8 Months To Pay
If you have a problem including your:




,Ph. 52643$1 Res. 274-9837 
GMBH'S GI




DOUTHIT CARROLL PONT. CO.
ierii Union & 3967 Highway
South, Whitehavon
THE CLEANES1 CARS IN TOWN
FREE OIL CHANGE FOR THE LIFE OF CAR WARRANTY
4,000 MILES OR 90 DAYS
AS LOW AS $100.00 DOWN
1962 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 4 Dr.
P.S. & Brakes One
Owner and Perfect $199500
1960 FORD GALAXIE 4 Dr.
One Owner & Sharp S995°,
1959 PONT. 4 Dr.
Catilina One Owner
Solid White Special
1960 CADILLAC 4 Dr.
Loaded Plus Factory Air c,„„
Memphis Driven 'LOY)00
1959 OLDS. 884 Dr.
Factory Air One Owner $1495"
1957 CADILLAC 4 Dr. „,,,„„
Factory Air Cream Puff 'WV)"
100 MORE TO CHOOSE FROM






'59 Ford • • • .$795
Custom 4-dr. V-11 •ut.-
Mello. radio I heater.
'63 Ghia ...$1995





rectory sir condittnn. Fully
equipped. Like new.
'62 Spyder. .12295
Less then 000 miles. 4 In
the•tloor with auperrhereeec
958 V.W. ...$1095
N.. *SSA Deluxe sedan.
V.W. ...$1295
No. 1082A - Deluxe Station
Wagon.
'60 V.W. ...$1445










Father Bertrand High school's valedictorian is Frank
Yates, 17, son of Mrs. Sadie L. Yates, 306 Cynthia pl. Yates
plans to attend Notre Dame university where he will study
math. The salutatorian is Bernard Johnson, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Johnson, 523 E. McLemore are. He
plans to attend Christian Brothers college to study math.
Commencemcnt is set for 5 p.m. Sunday. May ER in the
school's gymnasium. Baccalaureate service was held May






* 42 Cadillac Coupe
'62 Catalina Coupe
Ar '62 fiel-Air Choy.
* '62 Ternii•it Cony.




Jr '60 Choy, Cons.




ir le old. Spf. Coupe
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'1558 Fl (S.1.""500
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5..310.1 Cur% lix,. .% ,r lon(114074,, Coca T. 
(henna S inn,
* 2510 SUMMER VA 7-8464*
SC*****************t
/7-'''---., e••• c•r I,•d•-ie• Felfy Eeeeeped Inel.ohng Air Cond..,
1962 Cadillac - 10 To Choose From $4,295 up
5,
aftooma
1961 Cadillac - 6 To Choose From $3,195 up
1960 Cadillac - 4 To Choose From $2,795 in,
1959 Cadillac- 4 To Choose From $2,195 up
71 OTHER MAKES AND MODELS 70 CHOOSE COON
CALL OR IOC HOWARD sultan ... 005 SHORTS . aRRY Plante .. .101 Mc/AWN. AGA.
All cars sersiced by facrary•trained ra•choni.. and fully guarantesed
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
3-11 UNION AVENUE
•Page 16 DEFENDER, SATURDAY, MAY 1963
Summit Chiefs Hail JFK On Rights °
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia -
(WI) - African ministers
recommended that chiefs of
state meeting Wednesday in a
continental summit conference
congratulate President Kennedy
on his strong stand against
racial discrimination in the
South.
Completing their five-day
meeting on eve of the chiefs of "
state conference, the foreign Wins Silverware
i i t o mended thatm n s ers rec m
they themselves meet again in
December in Dakar to complete
a charter for new African
states organitation, combining
rival blocs.
,...• .......imiaamm unff_asesol&I'AllmiN17.21•ET'4.".... MI MI ME =MI IIMMIS MEM 1mmii m lwa aria gamma., 1.• mask
r=*gawp. smie- avimmw,1.1 verg sammrm "now immr•
...TO YOU
As von strire for success we
would remind you that success is




440 VANCE AVENUE PHONE IA 7 7311
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Carver Senior
I Linda Anita Joneo of 96 W.
Gage St.., a member of the
class of '63 at Carver High
School, has been named top-
ranking home economics stu-
dent, Mrs. Mozella Williams
announced today.
I As the outstanding Home
Economics senior, Linda Jones
will receive the Sterling Sil-
ver Homemaking Award for
1963. The award, a 6-piece
place setting of sterling flat-
ware, will be presented May
22, Award's Day at Carver
High School.
The pattern for the award
sterling was selected by the
Home Economics students as
part of a special project in
Consumer Education, and the
silver has been on display
in the Home Economics De-
artment throughout the year.
• The award is made avail-
able by the Sterling Silver-
smiths of America in recogni-
tion of the fine work being
done today in high school
Home Economics Education,
and to stimulate student in-
terest in the Homemaking
Arts.
Miss Jones is the/ daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Hunter.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan






















ANY TIME '24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to






And Especially Your Favorite
MUSIC and NEWS ANNOUNCERS
CONGRATULATE YOU
DICK CANE COLE HUNKY DORY
BRO. BOB REED JOAN GOLDEN
BILL TERRELL
%if 0 K
1480 • ON ALL RADIOS
MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL
Melrose High School's valedic-
torian is Miss Mary Ella
Dougherty, 17, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. U. G. Williams, 1574
Hamilton. Her area of interest
In college will be 3clence. She
plans to attend Stillman col-
lege in Alabama. The saluta-
torian is Miss Editte Juanita
McCoy, 18, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. McCoy, 705 Marian-
na at., who Is also intereste4
In studying science when she
attends Howard university in
Washington, D. C. Melrose is
expected to hold its commence-
ment exercises Wednesday.
May 20 In its gymnasium at
6 p.m. Baccalaureate services1




Guaranteed Job in New Tory
Transportation & Meals
Advanced
306-M & M BLDG MEMPHIS
JA 5-3131
Classified Ads. . .
Apts. For Rent For Sale Misc. Help Wanted Houses For Sale
YUNNISHED ROHM Villa HALF.
bath-wafer • lights furAlaned Phone
BR 5.1124.
NEWLY DE( VRATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665
8. WELLINGION, UPSTAIRS, 225.00.
Water_ furnished.' Call BR 2-2115.
3-R1)014 APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE. $40.00. CALL WH 6.6645 or
JA 6.2t480. Mr. E. L. Young. .
UNEURNISHEO ROOMS
2 Ige. unfurn. rms. for rent
Wii 2-3937, call after 5 p.m
17511,1:ANTI-9111-11/ -1400MS FOR BriFr
2 las unfurniehed rooms for rent.
WH 2.3937. call after' 5 p.m.,
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
Fully Equipped. Cylinder Prose: Two
I 2i Job Presses Call FA 7-5148 for
A good deal.
Business Services
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 or, Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs, Jr.
TPA-CICARD SHIRTS - TAILOR-MADE
No else too large or too mall
also
Mason. Or thoreut. and Chas Chester
Shoe Repreeentative.
Call WH 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.
CAD1LLACS - 55 hard top converti-
bles, power, air conditioned. Call JA 7-
8511. $495 cash or terms.
FOR SALII
WRINGER WASHER $39.00 •nd up
pbone WH 2-4332.
FOR SALE
REFRIGERATORS $19.00 and up
WH 2.4332
FOR SALE
T.V. SETS - $6900 up • PHONE
WH 2-4332
IF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
that you would like installed wall
to wall or cleaned. Call Bob Millerfor a free emlniste GL 8-0702,
COMPLIMENTARY
COMPLIMENTARY
Emma Barbee of the Barbee
Ranch, 109 Hornlake Road gave
birth to a beautiful brown anti
white faced male colt, ruesd?y
April 2, 1963 . . .
Furn. For Sale
ONE BOOK CASE. BED. COMPLETE
mattress and spring, one dresser,
2 cheat of drawers. one washing ma-
chine. One dinette set, one sewing!
machine, CALL BR 8.2370. 2152;
Piedmont St.
ririvars PANTY noun, JAKE TO
porebesie • home ha r IS fair coadl-
then. Call JAckson 6-8397.
3-DINP7TE-SUITS $3-4-.95 to 259.95
Call 323-4545
2 BARBECUE -GRILLS -69-.95 EA.
Call 323-4545
WE HAVE YORK. FEDDERS AND




DEEP FREEZERS-$60.00 and up
Phone WH 2-4332










MAN WITH' CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RE A GO GETTER
To deliver and well papers weekly
Salary plue oomMlasion
New Tri-State PubliehIng Company
236 South Wellington Street
GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN jobs.
$35455 wk. are advanced. Mallory




TO SELL MAJOR APPLIANCES.
TV. AND STEREOS.
MAKE GOOD MONEY IN YOUR
SPARE TIME.
GOOD YEAR SERVICE STOKE
2259 PARR AVE.
SEE MR. TOM DULANEY FOR
INFORMATION
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORKAS Plitt
ter or reataurant worker.
WH 6.0687
MALE A FEMALE SAI.ES PERSONS
Desirable work for
PART TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
618 E. McLemore Ph: WH 8.4332
YARD WORKfor MEN FUR use of
HOUSE. Must have other jun.-Boum
work for wife - Ph. EV 6-4618
4/7 NO. PARKWAY EAST
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CHARMING 7 ROOM BFUCK
Price Reduced to $11.250.00
$350.00 CASH, PLUS CLOSING
H. W. FLOORS, RED GUM TRIM
Mrs. L. Fitter - BR 5-6909
LARK1N-GOWAN. INC. BR 5-8174
NICE HOME FOR RENT
3 LARGE ROOMS - HALF BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near polio.
ler bus liar. Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
1267 Worthington St.
3 Bedroom Brick, Call BR 4.4203
for appointment.
I 0I8.124 OVER 2I-TRAVEL
COLORED, SINGLE, NEAT CAN
EARN $100 AFTER TRAINING
COMM. AND BONUS NO EXPERI-
ENCE NECESSARY. SEE MRS. GIL.
MORE, QUEEN ANN HOTEL 228





Expenae and Comnliesion Paid
WALKER HALL FURNITURE
AND APPLIANCE CO.'
3388 MACON RD. PHO 3234545



















BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SUOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
4.MOMMOIMMLI11111.1.....ff•INIIMP





W• Hav• Bawl In Buslnm 1 5
Yeats, Because We Are Sp•elol•
late In Our Fl•Id.











RAGSDALE Rid FLO k fd ENT
Lie, Beauty Operator to Worn In
White Beauty $oup
M•id Comb $'25 wit
Short Order Coot  11120
Maids Cook 
JA 6-4689
WOMAN OSSIRES Jutt AS MAID WI
babygitter five days a week. Call.
LiL 5-4551
WOULD LIKE WORK AS CuidtduN
ironer or deep cnirdren.
Cali: 0,14 5-2181.
Homeworkers Wanted:‘v• will send you tn• eompiete names






wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE IIEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Term.
GUAANTEED N.Y. LIVE-INJobs. 535.555 wk. Fare advanced.Mallory Agency 676 Merrick Rd.,Lynbrook, N Y.
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.CALL:
452-1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY ORBABY BITTING. CALL:
JA 5-7919 SpecialNEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS work-private hate.
948-1273
1796 PATTRICK
NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES
40, percent V. A. Loan - 263.22 Monthly
Notes; Nothing Down. Or New FHA
Loan With $300 Down Plus Closing Curet.
NEW WOK
3 Bedroom, Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
GL 8-5255 Office ,398-78112
TWO NICE HOMES
12/3 Pempeter, Hardwood Hoare.
1263 Newark, 3 Bedrooms. Come
see. Easy Terms. Bill Winemiller.
CARTER REALTY CO.
GL 8-5606 3294 Poplar FA 7-5360
WWI?
Buy New Home Wan Muddy Yard
We're Offerind House. in New Condition
With Fatalsliebed Lawn - Fenced Back-
yard - 3 Bedrooms - Combination
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living Room.




PIANO. VOICE AND CHARM
chime.. Private or group.. SPec6/1
rai• to school children. Z. Lois King.





wants Yob as ihampooer In white
shop or as seamstrees. JA 3.2664.
Keep children in home for working
mothers-by the day, week, or month.
Call FA 4.5166 for information.
Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Meyers
EXPERIENCED MAID. NURSE.Ironer. City references. 5 days aweek. JA 7-9043
MEN WANTED
Make Up To 52.511 Per Hour
Contact or Call Mr. Hale, 948 0774.Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 11118S. Lauderdale.
Services
lio%1EWoRKERS WANTED
We will send you the names and
acidic/see of 50 U.S. firms that UR-
GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
only 25c postpaid! Rush your name,
address. and 25c today to Farmer 210 al
TS Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.
Plano Tuned. Have your Neno tunedlike new. Call BR 2.7644 for service.
Only $1000.
MEN!!! MASTER, YOUR PROBLEMS BY
To aell appliances and furniture "Divine Meta-physic." for adviceWould 
selling.
limk e intlieki 1.1 g eiztoomieenc..EllapPeAr. 3.1 ri ba inrd
th 
dir.utred a n3ce yourgtuowl n .
551, 2259 Park Avenue. pernodblem$2L 00 to
The Goodyear Appliance dr Furniture Win"" H. Fe'". P'15 . 2473 Be,'Co. *nth Ave. New York 30. New York.
1 MORRIS'LOAN OFFICE
WHEN IN NEED
A FRIEND TO SEE IS
MORRIS'
MONEY LOANED ON









You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU /iNOIV SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the 'Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is 4111
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. tier home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the BED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her. there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus markedWhitehaven Slate Line
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
SUMMER > Starts June 21 Thru Oct. 15 \
GREYHOUND - RACING
BEGINS AT > SOUTHLAND
SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARKINTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS
